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CHAPl'ER I 
THE THFSIS PROBLEM - QUESTIONS - REsE.I\.RCH DESIGN 
I. THE THESIS PROBLEM AND ITS RELATED QUESTIONS 
For many years educators and teachers have been deeply con-
cerned by the failure of many pupils to spell and use words in writing 
with the assurance consistent with habitual usage and understanding. 
As a result, clarification and re-evaluation of the problem in order 
to discover improved methods of learning words and their meanings have 
been the subjects of many studies on spe]J.ing and vocabulary develop-
ment at all grade levels. 
With such a purpose has the present study, entitled "The 
Effects of Levels-of-Mastery on Learning as Applied to Spelling and 
Word Meaningstt been identified. It reflected an examination of basic 
learning theory and the creation of a theory based on basic learning 
principles, which was. then applied to spelling and word meanings to 
determine what effects the assumed theory might have had on effective 
learning of spelling and word meanings in a limited, experimental 
situation. The problem was posed as two questions: (1) What were the 
effects of the ~evels-of-Mastery on immediate and del~ed recall of 
spelling and word meanings., and (2) What effects did the positions in 
which groups of words were learned at different Levels-of-1rastery have 
on immediate and delayed recall of spelling and word meanings? The 
experiment, conducted at the Weeks Junior High School in ~ewton, , 2 
'J~ 
Massachusetts, involved approximately one hundred and twenty-i'ive 
pupils in five seventh grade classrooms, and measured the effects 
as delimited by the questions of the assumed theory called sLevels-
of-Mastery.n 
II. THE THEORY OF LEVELS-OF-MASTERY 
Educators and teachers have be en long f'amiliar with the com-
pbnent elements of Levels-of-:Mastery as separate elements and have 
used these components as individual methods or in combinations in 
teaching most subject matter to pupils in their classrooms. These 
parts include Matching, Recognition, Identification, Reproduction, 
and Habituation in Usage. The theory, assumed in this study, com-
bined these separate elements into a pattern of ascending importance 
to retentive leaming, and the experiment measured their effects on 
spelling and word meanings in accordance with a research design ere-
ated for that purpose. 
As developed, the Levels-of-Mastery, ranked from that of the 
lowest in importance to that of the highest in importance to learning, 
became as follows: 
1. Level l 
2. Level1-2 
3. Level 1-3 
4. Levell-4 
5. Levell-5 
' 
Matching 
Matching + Recognition 
Matching +Recognition +Identification 
Matching + Recognition + Identification 
+Reproduction 
Matching Recognition +Identification 
+Reproduction +Habituation in Usage. 
Thus, in theory each Level-of-Mastery became an outgrowth of 
another Level-of-Mastery, vvith Level 1-5 becoming the highest Level-
of-Mastery in terms of the assumed theory and, in the statistical 
analysis, the one most likely to register as the most important to :3 
learning_, 
III. THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
To transpose these Levels-of-Mastery into a teaching unit for 
evaluating the effects of Levels-of-Master,r and the effects of the 
positions of the Levels-o.f-Mastery on spelling md·word meanings on 
immediate and delayed recall required the development o.f a core list 
of rare but use.fu1 words unknown to most seventh grade pupils so that 
measurement of the Levels and position would not be influenced by prior 
understanding of the spellings and word meanings·~ It also required 
the construction of materials at each of the five Levels-of-Mastery 
around the core list of words, and further demanded the creation of a 
research design to show how the patterning of the teaching procedures 
would test the effects of the Levels and the position of the Levels on 
immediate and delayed recall. 
Through pretesting a list of one hundred and ten words and their 
meanings on one hundred and one seventh grade children not involved in 
the experiment, a core list of seventy-five words was established for 
learning by the Levels-of-Mastery theory. As there were five Levels 
and five classrooms of appro:rlmately twenty-five pupils each, five 
comparable sets of fifteen words labeled Set A, Set B, Set c, Set n, 
and Set E were derived from the core list and equated for difficulty in 
spelling, in meaning, and in syllable count so that they could l::e used 
.for comparing Level with Level and position with position. Teaching 
materials -were constructed .for each of the five Sets of words at each 
of the five Levels-of-Mastery so that a complete unit of teaching 
Q 
materials was developed for each of the five Sets at each o:f the :five 4 
Levels-o:f-Ma.stery. 'fo designate the Level, Arabic nmnerals were given 
to each Set of words .!\, B, G, D, and E. Thus the A Set o:f words by 
Levels was designated as follows: 
~1 - A Set of words, Level 1. (Matching), 
A2 - A Set o:f words, Level 1-2 (Matching + Recognition), 
A3 -A Set of words, Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition+ 
Identification), 
A4 - A. Set of words, Level 1-4 (Matching + Recognition + 
Identification+ Reproduction), 
and .1\5 -A Set of words, Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition + 
Identification+ Reproduction +~abituation). 
In the same manner were Sets B, c, D, and E designated. These became 
the heart of the res~arch design since th~se words and exercises could 
be o:f equal value. Consequently they could be manipulated to test the 
ef:fects o:f Levels-of-Mastery and position on immediate and delayed re-
call o:f spelling and word meanings. The Sets were placed in such an 
order in the research design that each pupil in each o:f the :five class-
rooms learned each of the :five .Sets of words at one of the five Levels-
of-Mastery but in varying patterns. To illustrate, while a pupil. in 
one classroom learned the A Set o:f words at cne Level-o£-Mastery, the 
B Set o:f words at another, and so forth, another pupil in a different 
classroom leamed the same sets in a dif:ferent pattern. In each case, 
each pupil was tested on each set of words at a specific Level-of-
Mastery for inlnediate recall o:f spelling and word meanings, and at 
the close of the experiment he was tested for delayed recall qrl four 
of the i'ive sets of spellings and word meanings. 
Below has been reproduced the research design, together~~th 
the symbols needed for clarification. 
) 
) 
5 
The Research Design: 
CLASS-
ROOM 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
Key: 
-
runs 
1 2 3 4 5 b 7 B 9 10 ll 12 13 ~14 1-s- 16 17 1tl 
. 
~ At Bl B2 Bt 01 c2 c3 ct Dl D2 D3 D4 Dt El E2 E3 E4 
Bl B2 B3 Bt cl c2 c3 c4 ct Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 Dt Er Et A:t. 
cl c2 c3, c4 c5 ct Dl Dt Er E2 Efi Ar~ A3 At Bl B2 B3, 
-
Dl D2 Dt ~ E2 E3 Et Al A2 A3 A4 ~A t Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 Bt 
El E2 E E4 E ~ A2 A3 \ A5 At Bl Bt cl c2 ct Dl D2 3 t 
Capital Letters A, B, c, D, E, refers to the set of words studied. 
Small ntn refers to test on a particular set of words, immediate recall. 
T refers to total test on all the words. 
19 
E5 
A2 
B4 
cl 
D3 
Arabic Numerals refer to levels of mastery: 1 - matching; 2 - recognition; 
3 - Identification; 4 reproduction; 5 - habituation. 
IV. THE RELATED QUESTIONS AND THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
The two questions posed by the thesis problem have been clearly 
presented in the design once the over-all pattern has been perceived. 
Thus, on question one - the effects of Levels-of-Master.y on immediate 
and delayed recall, the pattern for presentation of the Levels-of-
Mastery and the Word :sets A, B, C, D, and E used for testing the effects 
of the Levels-of-Mastery on the immediate recall of spelling and word 
meanings for the five classrooms, became as follows: 
Class- Levels-of-Mastery 
room 1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 
I Ar B2 03 D4 E5 
II Er A2 B3 c4 D5 
III gr E2 A3 B4 c5 
IV ~ D2 E3 ~ B5 v 02 D3 E4 .A5 
By such patterning on the immediate recall of spelling and word 
20· 
~ 
Arr 
BT 
CT 
D T 
) 
) 
) 
meanings on each set of words, the data at each level were able to be 6 
combined for all classrooms to evaluate the effects of each Level-of-
:Mastery on learning, to compare one Level with the other higher Levels-
of-Mastery, and, from these comparisons, to detennine which Levels were 
most significantly important for effective immediate recall of spelling 
and word meanings. 
Similarly, the pattern for presentation of the Levels-of-Mastery 
and the Word sets A, B, c, D, and E used for testing the effects of the 
Levels-of-Mastery on the delayed recall of spelling and word meanings 
becama:. 
Class-
room 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
Levels-of-Mastery 
l-2 1-3 1-4 1.:..5 
B2 C3 D4 
B3 C4 D5 
E2 Aj - C5 
~~ E3 ~ ~g 
On delayed recall whatever set of words taught last was tested 
for immediate recall only. 
Thus, for Classroom I-V the data at each Level-of-Mastery were 
able to be combined to determine the effect on learning of each Level, 
to compare the effects of one Level 'With the .othez; higher Levels, and 
from these comparisons to determine which Levels were most effective on 
delayed recall of spelling and word meanings. 
For ~estion two- the effects of the positions in which groups 
of words were learned at different Levels-of-Mastery on immediate and 
delayed recall of spelling and word meanings, the pattern of presenta-
tion of tbe position of the Levels-of-Mastery for the immediate recall 
) 
of spelling and word meanings became: 7 
Class- Position 
room 1 2 3 4 5 
I Al B2 c3 D4 E5 
II B3 c4 ~ !1 A2 III 05 ~ A2 B3 B4 IV D2 A~ Jt c~ cl v E4 D3 
In this way each classroom used each set of words at different 
Levels-of-Mastery in one of five different positions. As the sets of 
words were equated, data on each of the five positions were able to be 
combined :in all classrooms; comparisons were feasible; and their effects 
were thus able to be measured. 
On delayed recall the pattern of presentation of position became: 
Class- Position 
room 1 2 3 4 
I Al B2 c3 D4 
II B3 04 ~ !1 III c5 Dl A2 B3 IV D2 E3 ~ c5 v E4 A5 2 
Thus, on delayed recall it 1mS possible to measure four positions, 
the fifth position being measured on immediate recall only. Comparisons 
between the positions could then be analyzed, and conclusions as to which 
positions were best for delayed recall could be determined. 
V. LENGTH OF EXPERIMENT AND THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
In order to provide adequate time for conducting the experiment, 
the research design allowed twenty school days, from March 18 to April 
12, 1963. The time allotment of leaming and testing included fifteen 
minutes per day for learning or testing for immediate recall and approxi-
mately one hour for final delayed recall testing of spelling and word 
meanings. The time allotments at each Level-of-Mastery were as fol~pws:: 
)· Level-of-Mastery 
Level 1 
Level 1-2 
Level 1-3 
Level 1-4 
Level 1:..5 
Learning 
(practice) 
1.5 minutes 
30 minutes 
4.5 minutes 
60 minutes 
7.5 minutes 
Immediate Recall 
Testing 
15 minutes 
15 minutes' 
1.5 minutes 
15 minutes 
15 minutes 
Thus Level 1 was tested the day following fifteen minutes 
of practice, Level 1-2 the day after two consecutive daily prac-
tices of fifteen minutes each, and so forth. No matter how many 
days of fifteen minute practice or how many Levels-of-Master,r were 
involved, immediate recall testing remained the same, fifteen min-
utes. At the .final delayed recall testing, delay in recall ran from 
one to seventeen days, depending upon the classroom and Levels-of'-
Master,y involved. 
8 
Thus, while practice time was distributed, practice time at 1.1' 
each Level-of-Master,ywas not equal. 
In addition, owing to the interference of unanticipated 
holidays, the daily practice periods had to be doubled up at the 
close of the experiment, which resulted in two daily practice periods 
or testing periods in one day instead of the planned allotment as es-
tablished by the research design. 
VI. CONTROL OF VARIABLES AND THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
Because of the way in which the research design was created 
and the sets of words equated, all pupil and teacher variables were 
controlled. All pupils learned all words; all pupils used all Levels-
of-Mastery in varying patterns; and all pupils took immediate and de-
layed recall tests. Since all pupils were measured against all pupils 
in performance~ the variables in human differences were controlled. 
The teacher variables were controlled through the materials presented 
and through having also aJl teachers teach all Levels-of-Mastery and 
teach all words. 
A Classroom Schedule, indicating such control, has been in-
eluded under Section I of'Appendix B. 
Not controlled were equal practice time and the factor of the 
1.m.anticipated holidays which demanded a speed-up of the experiment. 
VII.. SUMMARY 
In summary, Chapter I has reen an overview of an experimental 
thesis on the effects of Levels-of-Mastery on the lear.ning of spelling 
and word meanings. The chapter has reviewed the purpose of the thesis, 
the development of an assumed Levels-of-Mastery theory, and the crea-
tion of a research design with its core list of words t.o allow control 
of variable factors and to permit the analysis of the two following 
questions arising from the thesis problem: 
1. What effects did the Levels-of-Mastery have 
on immediate and delayed recall of spelling 
and word meanings? 
2. What effects did the positions of the Levels-
of-Mastery have on the immediate and delayed 
recall of spelling and word meanings? 
In succeeding chapters other pertinent information concerning 
the thesis will be discussed:: in Chapter II related research; in 
9 
Chapter III, the development. of the word sets and the practice materials; 
in Chapter IV., the statistical findings of the experiment; and in Chap-
ter V, the conclusions derived from the finding~ and the recommendations 
for further research. 
0 
0 
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CHAP.rER TI 
THE LEVErS-oF-MASTERY .MD RELATED RESEARCH 
. 
The thesis, entitled "The Effects of Levels-of-Mastery as 
Applied to Spelling and Word Meanings, n was based on an assumed 
theory that, of the five Levels-of-Maste:cy-, the highest Level-of-
Mastery was that of Matching plus Recognition plus Identifica ti.on 
plus Reproduction plus Habituation in Usage {hereafter called 
Habituation). The research design,created by means of five lists 
of words equated from a core of rare bu~ useful words, permitted the 
iQ 
use of meaningful learning materials for understanding, practice, and 
the measurement of the effects of learning by the Levels-of-Mastery 
theory on the immediate and delayed recall of spelling and word 
meanings. 
What basic theoretical principles in the thesis has research 
support as condusive to retentive learning? To facilitate the under-
standing of the relationship between lear:r:dng theory and the thesis, 
Chapter II has been limited to the presentation of the related re-
search from two points of view: that of the Levels-of-Mastery as 
theory, and that of the Levels-of-Mastery as a method of teaching 
and learn:ing spell:ing and word meanings. 
I. THE LEVELS-GF-M!-..STERY AS THEORY 
.All. theorists and educators have striven for one goal in 
0 
learning - the adequate understanding and retention of materiat, 
learned. The problem has centered around methods that would pro-
duce understanding and/or a habitual reaction in usage so that re-
call, while seldom total, might be of service to the learner and 
make him independent in his work and able to satisfy his needs. Such 
a goal might be termed a limited definition of·master,r applicable to 
the present study. 
Learning theor,y has been concerned mostly with concepts that 
could produce such results. On these concepts, theorists have divided 
as to which, in association, are mst productive of retention. They 
have not denied them as facts of learning but they have differed on 
the interpretation of some of them as facts.1 Hilgard has described 
them as problems of learning and has listed them as capacity, prac-
tice, motivation, understanding, transfer, and .forgetting. 2 Of 
these, the three most applicable as theoretical cornerstones of the 
the~is being examined·have been practice, understanding, and for-
getting. A fourth concept, reinforcement, usually discussed under 
forgetting and practice and subject to much disagreement among thea-
rists~ has been included. 
For purposes of clarification and patterning, the concept of 
practice, on which there has been little disagreement, has been dis-
cussed first, .followed b.1 the concepts of understanding and forgetting. 
Reinforcement has been discussed last in relationship to a part of 
lErnest R. Hilgard, Theories of Learning (2d ed.; New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1956), pp. 6-8, 42-43. 
2Ibid., P• 9. 
J 
Hull's "Systematic Behavior Tb.eory1' as described by Hilgard.1 H:U•s1'2 
is the only system among those of le aming theorists promoting habit 
formation which has appeared to be closest to Levels-of-:Mastery as a 
theory for sustaining recall. 
1. Practice and recall 
According to Hilgard, there has been no substantial difference 
o.f opinion among learning theorists on the importance o.f practice to 
learning and recall.. He has summarized their positions by connecting 
practice to the need for overlearning and meaningfulness. .After ha vjng 
defined overlearning as "the facilitation of response with repetition 
• 
after essential leaming has been mastered, u2 he stated that llthere 
is no substitution for repetitive practice in the overlearning of 
skills. 113 
However, repetitive practice of itself has had no support. 
Hilgard, interpreting Thorndike's ''0onnectionism~1f stated that "the 
laws o.f habit strengthening must be those conditions under which prac-
tice takes place; mere repetition is not enough.:Jt4 
As to how much time should be devoted to practice and recall, 
Hilgard has consolidated the viewpoints of the theorists by stating that 
nspaced or distributed recalls are advantageous in fixing material so as 
to be long retained. n5 
Further support .for such meaningfulness and timeliness in prac-
tice has been offered by Eisman in her investigation of superior, aver-
age, and retarded adolescents attending a public junior high school. 
libid., chap. 5, pp. 121-183 .. 
3~, p. 487. 
5rbid., P• 487. 
2~, P• 472. 
4~, p. 26. 
J 
These groups 
Were compared with respect to learning a 7-card paired 
associate problem, stimulus generalization and reten-
tion over a one week and cne month period of time. No 
significant differences among the three grours were 
found to any of the measures of performance. 
2. Understanding and recall 
The learning theorists, while agreeing tba.t understanding en-
ters into learning, have disagreed as to its importance. The Asso-
ciationists have assigned as little importance as possible to idea-
tion but have recognized that some behavior is controlled by ideas. 
The Gestalt theorists have taken the view tba.t understanding is most 
important and is "the perceiving of relationships, awareness of the 
. 
relationships between parts and wholes, of means to consequences. 
Problems are to be solved sensibly, structurally, organically, rather 
than mechanically, stupidly, or by running off prior habits. n 2 
:13 
In a mechanical motor process, such as spelling may be in part, 
or would not appear that11 ••• learning always .... proceeds with full 
understanding. A correct response may re made time and agam in a 
situation without the learner's awareness of what is being done.u3 
Furthermore, Hilgard has continued: 
While there is a tendency to achieve clarity and to learn 
with understanding when that is possible, there is a limit 
to a learner's curiosit.y, and it is not true as implied in 
some gestalt writing that learning 'takes place with all 
the understanding which the situation and the capacities 
of the learner permit.4 . 
lBernice S. Eisman, JJPaired .Associate Learning, Generaliza-
tion, and Retention as a Function of Intelligence,~ American Journal 
of ~ntal Deficiency, Liiii (November, 1958), 489. 
2Hilgard, op. cit., p. 252. 
4rbid., p. 475. 
3~., p. 475. 
0 
~- 14 
However, when dealing with a word as a whole and its meaning (not just 
its parts), the gestalt view of insight has had an effect upon recall; 
but according tD Hilgard, "the moment of insight is not the important 
feature in any case. Other features, such as reproducibility ••• , are 
more important.~ 
Experimenta ti.on in the classroom has not dra'Wll such fine dis-
tinctions, and all have supported the need for understanding to make 
practice meaningful. 
3. Forgetting and recall 
The importance of forgettmg in learning has never been under-
stressed. The theorists have attributed forgetting to many causes, 
which have included decay with no practice (Thorndike),2, a function of 
time (Hull),3 retroactive inhibition (Tolman)~~ motivated forgetting 
(Lewin),5 and repression (Freud).6 
According to Hilgard, the problem has been how to control 
. . 
(limit) the processes of forgetting,? which might infer that under-
standing, meaningful practice, and overlearning of skills have :in-
fluenced retention. 
1ls reported by Hilgard, Katona attempted (1940) n ••• to 
define and characterize two types of processes leading 
to recall: rote memorization and understanding. When a 
list of nonsense syllables is memorized, the learner is 
forced to use the former process, because there are no 
organizing principles which will permit understanding to 
help. On the other hand, there are many kinds of problems 
which illustrate principles; in such cases learning by 
understancting will have advantages. 8 
Hilgard then proceeded to illustrate these experimental attemp~s 
1 . 237. 2Ibid., 43. 3~., 176. Ibid., p. p. P• 
:{ 
- 4rbid., p. 5rbid., 6Ibid., 216 .. p. 284. p. 300-302. 
7rbid., P• 8 8Ibid., p .. 249. 
J 
0 
(averaging four "''leeks of delayed recall), from the findings of which 1.5 
Hilgard concluded 
''• •• that there is a real difference :in what happens when 
mean:ingless memorization goes on and when learning takes 
place with understanding. He (katon<il believes that the 
t.vo kinds of learning are genuine and should be distin-
guished. This does not mean that he believes that there 
are two fundamental prototypes of learning, corresponding 
to the two types of arrangement under which learning takes 
place. According to him, the underlying factor is or-
ganizatd.on. Only when better organization fails do you 
get the extreme picture of rote learn:ing, which is itself 
a special form of organizatd.on resorted to with com-
paratively incoherent materials. The distinction :in ~nd 
is not one of ease or of difficulty, for it is sometimes 
easier to learn by rote than to learn by understanding. 
The advantages of leaming by understanding are that 
meaningful learn:ing is applicable to new situations and 
is more enduring.l 
More recent studies, such as those by McSweeney, 2 Murphy,3 
and Richmond4 have emphasized the importance of organization, under-
standing, and meaningful practice for retention, with delayed recall 
ranging to approximately two months. 
4. Reinforcement 
Hilgard has defined reinforcement as 
The appearance of strengthening of a conditional 
response ••• Reinforcement may refer to the exper-
1Ibid., p. 2.51. 
2:Miriam J. McSweeney, .,1:Vford Usage Techniques in Spelling" 
(Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University School of Edu-
cation, 1961). 
3sister M. Marillac MUrphy, C.S.J., "The Effects of Classi-
fying Multi-Mean:ing Words on Flow of Ideas, Critical Thinking, Spell-
ing, Vocabulary, and Reading in the Ninth Grade11 (Unpublished .Master's 
thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1961}. 
4Arnie E. Richmond, 1111C.hildren 1 s Spelling Needs and the Im-
plications of. Research," Elementcu;z English, :rmii (December, 1956), 
5oo-5o.5. 
0 
0 
imentaJ. arrangement of following the conditioned 16 
stimulus by the unconditioned stimulus, although the 
word is sometimes used to refer to the implied pro-
cess of strengthening of the conditioned response •1 
Reinforcement has been further classified as being primary and 
secondary, primary being described as pertaining to those things one 
needs for fundamental existence and secondary as belonging to wanted 
things of associative value.2 
In effect, Hilgard has suggested that !I reinforcement is essen-
tially informative, n3 and that in this role it strengthens learning 
and retention since, when a child has knowledge of the results of his 
eff-orts and may face reward or punishment, he knows what he must do to 
ga:in success. 4 
Ths theory of reinforcement has caused much conflict am:mg 
theorists. Hilgard has su.nnnarized the conflict as follows: 
The oldest law of association is that ideas experienced 
together tend to become associated. This has come down 
in one form or another to the present day as the prin-
ciple of association by contiguity ••• several of our 
contemporar.y theorists accept the principle of contigu-
ous association ••• Other theorists insist that learning 
does not take place through contiguity alone, unless 
there is some sort of5reinforcement, some equivalent of reward or punishment. 
5. Hull's re:inforcement theory of •Systematic Behaviorn 
Agreeing with those who insisted that learning did not take 
place through contiguit,y alone, Hull made reinforcement the corner-
stone of his behavioral theory. Hi.lgard, in interpreting Hull, said 
1Hilgard, op. cit., p. 51. 
2Mabel S. No all, Unpublished Notes. 
3Hilgard, op. cit., p. 470. 
4rbid., p. 29-34 (adapted). 5rbid., pp. n-12 
.· 
? 
" 
J 
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that lfin his choice among the three major possibilities (contiguity 
alone, reinforcement alone, or a dual theory), Hull stood firmly for 
a reinforcement theory, 111 which required need satisfaction (primary 
reinforcement) or the reduction of a craving (secondaryreinforcement). 
Hilgard further described Hull's position on reinforcement as 
applying to contiguous association as a basic qualitative conditionfor 
habit strengthening and to more than one trial learning as a quanti-
tative influence which could add an increment of habit strength on each 
occurrence. This habit strengthening led to the JJLaw of Habit Forma-
tion," or habit strength as a i'unction of reinforcement, which in 
theory increased as a positive growth function of the number of trials. 
Provided that the trials were evenly spaced, reinforcement occurred 
on every trial.2 
From the ULaw of Habit Fonna ti.on11 developed the ftHabit-Family 
Hierarchy, 11 which Hilgard described as follows: 
Because there are multiple routes between a starting point 
and a goal, the organism learns alternate ways of moving 
from a common starting point to a common goal position 
where it finds need satisfaction. These alternatives con-
stitute a habit-family because of an inferred integrating 
mechanism ••• Through the differential action of the gradi-
ent of reinforcement some responses are less strongly co~ 
ditioned than others. The starting responses of longer 
routes, for example, are more remote from reinforcement 
than the starting responses from shorter routes. Hence 
the latter are more stron~ reinforced and more strongly 
conditioned.&. As a consequence, the alternative behavior 
patterns are arranged in a preferred order, The less 
favored routes are chosen only when the more favored is 
blocked. It is this set of alternative habits, inte-
grated into a common goal-stimulus, and arranged in a pre-
ferential order, that constitutes a habit-familyhierarchy.3 
1Ibid., P• 122. 
3Ibid., P• 160. 
2Ibid. , p. 131. 
0 
0 
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Thus, in essence, Hull proposed that a learner having alter.na-
tive choices at his connnand, would choose the one route that offered 
the quickest means of satisfying a need or a craving, and he would re-
sort to the other route choices only when the preferred route was 
blocked. Because the starting responses of the shortest route were :in 
contiguous association (like a short link chain), each step toward the 
goal would be more readily reinforced as an increment toward habit 
forma ti.on, and the total effect of the increments would "J:::e habit for-
mation, or a state where the learner would prefer to choose only that 
approach. 
6. The relation between Levels-of-Mastery and Hull's habituation-
reinforcement theory 
As an assumed theory, Levels-of-Mastery has shown some relation-
ship to the Hull theory for satisfying a learning need: (a) it has been 
created as a theory of habituation; (b) the habit formation has been 
centered on qualitative reinforcement in that it has been built upon 
contiguous association of experienced ideas or responses; (c) the 
habit formation has alsG been quantitative in reinforce~nt since it 
provided for more than one trial learning, with each trial spaced and 
with each trial adding an increment of strength toward habituation in 
usage; and (d) it has assumed a preferred order of routes to mastery, 
one of which has been indicated as the shortest and most readily re-
inforced. 
a. Levels-of-Mastery as a theory of habituation 
The five Levels-of-Mastery were designed around the 
theory that, while each Level might contribute an increment of. habit 
strength to the mastery of a learning situation, habituation would be 
\ 
) 
0 
most likely realized at Level 1-5, which included Matching+ Recog-
nition +Identification +Reproduction+ Habituation, the reasoning 
being that Level 1-5 provided one additional contiguous association 
beyond Level 1-4., that of habituation. 
b. Qualitative. reinforcement of the habit :formation 
Each of the five Levels has been built upon contiguous 
association, as follows: 
(1) Level 1 (Matching), the contiguous association 
of the same item, such as the same word :in 
a different space or place. 
(2) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition), the contigu-
ous association between Matching and 
Recognition of the same items aroong re-
lated but different items - the same word 
among other "WOrds. . 
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(3) Level 1-3 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification), 
the contiguous association between Matching 
and Recognition with Identification, such 
(4) 
as knowing the meaning of the item. 
Level 1-4 (Matching + Recognition + Identification + 
Reproduction), the contiguous association 
of the first three l'{ith Reproduction, the 
ability to reproduce the item in all its 
associations as pzevi~usly learned. 
(5) Level 1-5 (Matching + Recognition + Indentifica tion + 
Reproduction+ Habituation), the contiguous 
association o:f the first :four with Habitua-
tion, the ability to use the item in aJ.l its 
associations when needed and 'With complete 
understanding, little forgetting, and little 
direct thought for the item itself except 
as it contributes to the whole situation. 
c. Quanti ta ti ve reinforcement 
Four of the five Levels. have added an increment of habit 
formation to the other: Recognition to Matching; Identification to 
Matching and Recognition; Reproduction to matching, Recognition, and 
Identification; and Habituation to Matching, Recognition, Identifica-
) 
tion, and Reproduction. 
d. The assumed preferred order of the routes to mastery would 
be Level l-5, Level l-4, Level l-3, Levell-2, and Level l s:i.nce, to 
illustrate by the extremes, Level 1-5 had been assumed to provide the 
satisfaction of the need (success) through contiguous reinforcement of 
all associations and, in addi tio~, the increment strengthen:ing :from 
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five contiguous and evenly spaced trials, while Level 1 had been assumed 
to provide one association and one trial. 
Whether this theory could be supported by experimentation has 
been the subject of the stuqy. 
7.. The Levels-oi'-Mastery as related to practice, understanding, and 
forgetting in theory 
In developing the Levels-of-Mastery as theory the study has 
attempted to follow the theoretical implications of practice, under-
standing, and forgetting. This has been done by establishing a highly 
organized pattern of distributed and meaningful practice and by de-
veloping understanding through experimental association and without ro·te 
memorization. By using these in association with reinforcement in 
habituation, it has been hoped that forgetting would be limited. 
n. LEVEI.S-QF-MASTERY AS A METHOD OF TEACHING SPELLING AND WORD MEANINGS 
Foran stated: 1-'If pupils are taught by a systematic method to 
learn to spell, the method itself will become habitua1.1r1 
In forwarding such an approach the Curriculum Committee of the 
1 Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology of Teaching Spelling (Wash-
ington, D. C.:. The Catholic University Press, 1934), P• 94. 
J 
2:1 
Department o£ Superintendence o£ the National Education Association 
of£ered as aims in the teaching of spelling ~he following suggestions: 
1. To make automatic the accepted sequence o£ 
letters in words most commonly needed £or 
expression of thought in wr.iting. 
2. To develop the meaning and use of m rds to be 
spelled. 
3. To develop what is termed 'a spelling con-
sciousness' ~wareness of errors and correct 
spelling]. 
4. To develop a tspelling conscience' [desire 
to spell correctly 1 . 
5. To develo£ a technique for the study of 
spelling, 
In effect, the theory of Levels-o£-Ma.ster.r has attempted to 
produce such a habitual method within the major aims of the Curriculum 
Committee. 
The application of such a theory as Levels-of-Master,r as a 
method has had no identical cbunterpart in spelling theory and prac-
tice. ·The closest method to Levels-of-Mastery has been that of Fitz-
gerald, who has listed five steps to spelling mastery. 2 
A comparison between the two approaches to spelling has been 
made below with little connnent since Levels-o£-Mastery has been applied 
to the development of unknown spellings and unknown meanings of words 
while Fitzgerald has applied his exper.i~ce to the formulation o£ a 
method of teaching the spelling of vrords·, most of which are in a child1 s 
reading and speaking vocabularies. Further, and equally important, the 
grade levels have been dif£erent, with Fitzgerald's method applying to 
1 James A. Fitzgerald, The Teaching of Spelling (Milwaukee: The 
Bruce Publishing Company, 1951), P• 24. 
2Ibid., P• 38. 
) 
:). 
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grades below the seventh. 
Fitzgerald's five steps included: 
1. Meaning and pronuncia ti.on. Look at the word. 
Pronounce the word. Use it in a·sentence. 
2,; Imagery. See and say the word. See the syllables 
of the word.. Say the word, syllable by syllable. 
Spell the word. 
3. Recall. Look at the word. Close your eyes and 
spell it. Check to see whether your spelling is 
correct. 
4. Writing the word. Check your writing to see 
that every letter is legible. Check your spelling. 
5. Mastery. Cover the word and write it. If it is 
correct, cover the word and write it again. If 
it is correct, cover it and write it once more.1 
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FQr noting the comparisons between the two methods, they have 
been placed side by side. 
Fitzgerald'1 s steps 
1.. Meaning and pronunciation: 
a. Look at word. 
b. Pronounce word. 
c. Use word correctly in 
sentence. 
2. Imagery: 
a. See and say the word .. 
·b. See the syllables. 
c. Say the word. 
1Ibid., P• 38. 
Levels-of~Mastery 
1. Matching: emphasis was on 
the visual matching of 
letter sequence. Meaning 
and pronunciation only by 
teacher. Usage employed 
later than step 1. 
2. M +Recognition: 
a. Recognition of spelling 
of word among others 
of similar shape and 
letter elements. No 
oral response. 
b. Oral recognition of 
meanings. 
Fitzgerald's steps 
3e Recall: 
a. Look at the worde 
b. Close your eyes and 
spell ite 
c. Check the spelling. 
4. Writing the word: 
a. Write the word. 
b. Check the spelling. 
5. Mastery 
a. Write the word correctly 
three times. 
Levels-of-Mastery 
3. M+R +Identification: 
a. Emphasis on identifica-
tion of words in asso-
ciation with meaning, 
reinforce~nt visual 
spelling. No oral 1rork. 
4. M +R +I+ Reproduction: 
a. Equal emphasis on spelling 
and meaning. First ap-
pearance of writing. 
5. M -ffi+I+ Rep.+ Habituation: 
a. Emphasis on reinforcement 
of spelling, meaning, and 
habituaJ. usage, rather 
than on spelling alone. 
On analysis, a similarity of approach has been evident, indi-
cating that spelling research and acceptable practice have given the 
Levels-of-Mastery method some support. 
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CID\PI'ER III 
THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF MATERIALS AND RELATED RESEARCH 
I. EXPLANATORY OVERVIEW 
In the development of leaming materials for spelUng and word 
meanings, experimentation has supported acquiring understanding and 
practice. Because spelling in particular is considered by many as an 
ability to picture the word in the mind, developing skill in visual 
memory for words has .played an important role in learning to spell. 
Hence, for understanding, an approach to the construction of' materials 
has entailed provision for a visual sharpness in the presentation of' 
material, attention to the order of' arrangement of' letters, attention 
to mean:ing, the writing of' the word, and a focusing a:nay from spelling 
toward automatic or conditioned response in usage. In practice, good 
teach:ing has required pretesting, deliberate instruction on the spelling 
and meanings of words dif'ficul t to learn as that pupils :might form an 
association between a word and its meaning, the use of' auditory, visual, 
and motor~esthetic) approaches to fix association, and the provision 
for individual differences in abllity.1 
Such were the aims in the construction, of the materials for -qse 
in the experiment on the effects of Levels-of-Mastery as applied to 
spelling and word mean:ings • 
1Mabel S. Noall, op. cit., 
J 
The materials that needed to be constructed for spelling 
and word mean:ings included the five matched word sets for use w:i..th 
the Levels-of-Mastery' practiCI% exercises using these words at each 
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Level-of-Mastery, and immediate and delayed recall tests on these words. 
In broad outline the construction o£ all materials followed a 
pattern of efficient and acceptable and adaptable procedures for learn-
ing spelling and word meanings, called the "test-study" method, which 
entails pretesting to determine which words among many need study, the 
presentation of words in list form, the use of auditory, visual, and 
kinesthetic (motor) teclmiques, and provision for individual differ-
ences. 
For the purposes of the thesis, pretesting was mandatory, even 
though such a method was not recommended by Fitzgerald" ••• if the re-
sul ts of the preliminary test indicate that children misspell nearly 
1 
all the words ••• JJ Later he qualified this statement by adding 
While research indicates that the test-study method 
seems to be more efficient in the upper grades and 
the study-test seems to be preferable for a backward 
group, it is well that the teacher use the method best 
fitted to 
2
guide the children to independence in 
spelling. 
At a later date (1958). Horn noted: 
Identification of the words should be by pretest. 
Some evidence, earlier reported, indicated that 
tests before study might be somewhat less effec-
tive in the lower th:l.n the upper grades, but more 
recent investigations report them to be superior 
to study-test procedures even in the lower grades.3 
1Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 40. 2Ibid., p. 41. 
JErnest Horn, mSpelling, n Encyclopedia of Educational :Res~arch 
(3d ed.; New York: The Macmillan Oo;mpa.ny, 1960), 1346. 
I 
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Such a statement was important in that the present study was conduc:ted 
at the seventh grade level. 
The presentation of words in list form has been followed in the 
pretesting, in the construction and use of most practice materials, and 
in the testing of immediate and delayed recalle In this connection, 
there has been almost universal agreement among educators that the list 
form is better than the context form. Such agreement bas been summarized 
by Horn, who stated: 
Research has consistently shown that it is more efficient 
to study words in lists than in context. Words studied 
in lists are learned more quickly, :remeni£ered longer, and 
transferred more readily to new context .. 
However, where meanings needed to be explained as was· the case in the 
present study, the accustomed practice has been to use the words in sen-
tences to reinforce and help the pupil to master the association of a 
word with its meaning and usage. 
All spelling theorists have emphasized the need for meaning-
fulness; but their approach has been that children in the lower grades 
should learn the spelling of words whose meanings and usage are al-
ready known to them. In the case of the thesis, such an approach was 
not warranted; and so provision for leaming meanings as well as 
spellings was necessary. 
SUch a double task necessitated the development of materials 
that would teach spelling and meanings, and at the same time reinforce 
learning. To accomplish this, the development of materials was based 
on auditory, visual, and ldnesthetic (motor) approaches, which made 
~rnest Horn, "Teaching Spelling," ~, III (Januar,y, 1954), 16. 
2rbid., p. 19. 
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the presentation livelier and at the same time reinforced the five 
steps toward mas.tery of the Levels-of-Mastery method, which, according 
to Hornn .... involve visual, auditory, and ki.nesthetic imagery as well 
as emphasis on reca11.n1 By such approaches it has been hoped that 
such genetic reinforcement might result in better immediate and de-
layed recall, or, to state it conversely, less forgetting • 
.A.s for individual differences, as constructed and used, the 
materials provided for ea"ch pupil to work at a paced rate of speed that 
allowed ample time for completion of exercises within the time limit of 
fifteen minutes per lesson, to compete against himself and with other 
classmates, and to check his degree of learning at the close of each 
lesson period when the practice exercise at the Level-of-Mastery under 
study was corrected. Thus, depending upon the Level-of-Mastery at 
which he was working, each practice lesson became a type of inborn 
testing of growth in the spelling and/or meanings of particular words, 
where he corrected his exercise with teacher aid. 
The correction· of materials involved visual and auditory re-
view for Level l(Matching), for Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition), 
and for Level 1-3 (Matching + Recognition + Indentification) • Correc-
tion permitted review of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic approaches 
at Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition + Identi;t:ication +Reproduction) 
and at Level 1-5 (Match:ing + Recognition+ Identification+ Reproduc-
tion+ Habit~ati9n). 
Such meaningful practice researchers have claimed would tend 
1Ibid., p.. 19. 
.-
to lessen forgetting, and such pro~ision in the thesis appeared to 
follow in part Horn's suggestion that 
Since forgetting is a universal trait, there should .be 
ample provision for distributed reviews ••• The most effi-
cient distribution of reviews has not been determined ••• 
From experience in teaching spelling it seems probable 
that there should be several reviews within a few days 
after the original learning period.. Words known to be 
persistently difficult should be given special emphasis 
in delayed review exercises.l 
More specifically, at Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition+ 
Identification +Reproduction), correction was given ample support 
by Horn (Thomas D.), who stated that n the corrected test technique, 
in which each pupil coiTects his own spelling test while the teacher 
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spells each word orally, has been shown to be the most efficient sin-
gle procedure for learning to spell.u 2 
The presentation of materials is subdivided as i'ollows: the 
development of the Word Sets A, B, c, D, and E; the construction of 
the practice exercises at each Level-of-Mastery; and the construction 
of the immediate and delayed recall t~sts. 
II. THE DEVELOPMH:NT OF WORD SETS A, B, C, D, AND E 
The development of the word sets followed a specific pattern: 
(1) finding unlmown but useful one-, two-, three-, and more-than-three-
syllable words to be used in the experiment; (2) pretesting in list 
form i'or spelling and meanings to eliminate words most known to the 
pupil~; (3) creation of a core list of seventy-five words, twent,r-five 
lHorn, op. cit., p. 1347. 
~homas D. Horn, "Research in Spelling,ID Elementary English, 
XXXVII (March, 1960), 175. 
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mixture of two~,three~,and more-than-three-syllable words, which 
could be diVided into five comparable lists of fifteen words each 
equated as closely as possible as t? difficulty in spelling, in 
meaning, and in syllable count; and (4) determining how well the 
words were equated .. 
The five lists were named Set A, Bet B, Set c, Set D, and 
Set E. The words in these sets had to be interchangeable to secure 
manipUlative data for reliable statistical measurements. The find-
ings and conclusions depended on a close equation of these sets of 
words. 
Finding the unknown but useful words. In order to measure the 
effects of an assumed spelling method, such as Levels-of-Mastery, a 
list of words whose spellings and meanings were mostly unknown to one ' 
hundred and twenty-five pupils had to be created. If this were not 
so, control of the experimental procedures would have been lessened 
by the degree of prior pupil understandings of spellings and mean:ings. 
One hundred and ten words were chosen randomly from the Thorn-
dike-Lorge word frequency count for on&], two,, three,, and more-than-
three-syllable words, 1 but in such a manner that the list included 
thirty one-syllable words, thirty two-syllable words, thirty three-
syllable words, and twenty more-than-three-syllable wrds. All the 
one-syllable words were derived from the 11List of Words Occurring at 
Least Once per 4,ooo,ooo Words;" 2 all the eighty two-, three-, and 
1E. L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book 
of 30,000 Words (New York: Bureau of Publication, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, l944) , pp. 1-208; 211-242. 
2Ibid • ., pp. 1-208. 
) 
more-than-three-syllable words were derived from the count of words 
occurring only once in l,ooo,ooo words and, with few exceptions, con-
sisted of words not appear:ing in the count of one hundred and twenty 
Juvenile books •1 
The meanings of the words, with some adaptation, were obtained 
from two dictionar,r sourc~s, The Thorndike Centur.y Junior Dictionary2 
and The Desk Standard Dictionar,y.3 
The words and their basic meanings are included under Section 
III of .Appendix A~ 
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The pretesting. With the list of words and their meanings identified, 
pretests on spelling and word meanings, called "Word-Screening Tests," 
were given to one hundred and one pupils in four seventh grade class-
rooms not involved in the experiment. The results of the tests were 
anaJ.yzed on a percentage correct basis, and those spellings and mean-
ings on which pupils obtained the highest scores were innnediately 
eliminated. From the remaining words was obtained the .core list of 
seventy-five words. 
The word-screening tests on spelling and on word meaning and 
the answer key are to be found in Appendix ,e.., Sections I, II, and III .. 
The five comparable lists of words. After elimination of the known 
words, the remaining words were divided by syllable· count into ·a 
group of one-syllable words and into a group of two-or-more-syllable 
libid., pp. 211-242. 
2E. L. Thorndike, The Thorndike Century Junior Dictionary 
(Chicago: Scott, Foresman,· and Company, 1952). 
3The Desk Standard Dictionary (New York: Funk and VfagnaJ.ls 
Company, 1936) • 
~ 
words. The procedure was then to match twenty-five one-syllabl; woragf 
as to spelling and meaning di£ficulty and to match fifty two-or-more-
syllable words as to spelling and meaning difficulty. and as closely as 
possible to syllable count. These words were next divided into five 
comparable lis'ts of five one-syllable words and tan two-or-more-
syllable words each • 
.A, chart showing the development of the word sets from the pre-
testing to the final organization is included below. For reaqy refer-
ence the s.ymbols used in the chart have been defined as follows: 
CS • number of times word spelled correctly on 
the pretest 
CM • number of times correct meaning given on 
the pretest 
SC = syllable count 
%S = percent correct for S (spelling) 
%M • percent correct for M (meaning) 
Chart 
\ 
1. A Set of Words 
---
Word .9§ ~ CM lM .§Q 
1. shirr 1 .9 11 10.9 1 
2. shent 63 62.4 28 27.7 1 
3. luff .46 45 .. 5 45 44 .. 6 1" 
4. reave 31 30.7 25 24.8 1 
5. auk 15 14.9 38 37.6 1 
6. stellar 42 41.6 23 22.8 2 
7. sedulous 9 8.9 11 10.9 3 
8. virile 1 o9 13 12.9 2 
9. cabal 10 9e9 22 21.8 2 
10. increment 14 13.9 10 9e9 3 
11. expiate 26 25.7 16 1$.8 3 
12. ovule 23 22.7 16 15.8 2 
13. terminology 33 32.7 47 46.5 5 
14. lexicon 43 42.6 19 18.8 3 
15. choleric 2 1.9 33 32.7 _L 
--
.:o .. " 
totals: 359 357 33 
2. ~~ .2£ Words 32 
J Word %S ~ as CM .§Q 
-
1. mulct 4 3.9 27 26 .. 7 1 
2. jape 72 71.3 15 14.8 1 
3. cheep 44 43 .. 6 66 65 .. 3 1 
4. nonce 19 18.8 14 13 .. 9 1 5. tun 7 6.9 22 21.8 1 
6. deleterious 9 8.9 13 12.9 5 
7. unequivocal 2 1 .. 9 16 15.8 5 
8. biennial 10 9·9 25 24.8 4 
9. usury 12 11.9 16 15.8. 3 
10. aspic 26 25.? 24 23.7 2 
11. opulence 25 24 .. 8 8 7 .. 9 3 
12. titular 37 36.6 19 18.8 3 
13. rostrum 47 46.5 29 28.7 2 
14. statist 40 39.6 27 26.7 2 
15. tersely 5 4 .. 9 27 26.7 2 
totals: 359 348 36 
3. Q Set~ Words 
1. wraith 0 o.o 19 18.8 1 
2. blench 75 74.6 16 15.8 1 
J 3. ru.f'£ed 24 23.7 34 33.7 1 4. tweak 29 28.7 35 34.7 1 
5. awl 27 26.7 52 51.5. 1 
6. 1icen tious 8 7 .. 9 11 10.9 3 
7.. panegyric 0 o.o 9 8.9 4 
8. reciprocity 12 11.9 23 22.8 5 
9. regimen 10 9.9 11 10.9 3 
10. similitude 25 24.8 23 22 .. 8 4 
11. perfidy 20 19.8 11 10 .. 9 3 
12. trivet 34 33.7 31 30.7 2 
13. finite 49 48.5 29 28.7 2 
14. demise 30 29.8 20 19 .. 8 2 
15. barrage 13 12.9 
_1! 30.7 2 
totals: 356 355 35 
- -··· 33 
4. D Set of' Words 
---
Word OS %S C:M %M sc 
1. creel 6 5.9 16 15.8 l 
2. scarp 54 53.5 22 21.8 l 
3. helve 39 38.7 31 30.7 l 
4. scrUff' 40 39.6 38 37.6 l 
5. wright 13 12.9 39 38.7 1 
6. sententious 12 11.9 11 10.9 3 
7. hostelry 8 1-9 25 24.8 3 
8. helot 13 12.9 20 19.8 2 
9. derelict 11 10.9 14 13.9 3 
10. stigmatize 26 25.7 23 22.8 3 
11. recumbent 22 21.8 10 9.9 3 
12. receptive 48 47.5 36 35.6 3 
13. zealot 14 13.9 21 20.8 2 
14. elucidate 15 14.9 31 30.7 4 
15. indigent 2!!:. 33-7 16 15.8 .1. 
totals: 355 353 34 
5. E Set of' Ylords 
---
1. calx 1 .9 12 11.9 1 
2. swart 51 50.5 17 16.8 1 
3. oaf' 49 48.5 61 6o.4 l 
4. loach 40 39.6 30 29.8 1 
5. pule 17 16.8 28 27.7 1 
6. heinous 0 o.o 10 9.9 2 
1. mundane 7 6.9 12 11.9 2 
8. leniency 12 11.9 19 18.8 4 
9. illusive 14 13.9 17 16.8 3 
10. indiscriminate 24 23.7 20 19.8 5 
ll. clandestine 23 22.8 15 14.8 3 
12. graphically 30 29.8 36 35.6 4 
13. fathomless 46 45.5 34 33.7 3 
14. habituate 42 41.6 13 12.9 4 
15. pariah 
___!! 3.9 31 30.7 
.2. 
totals: 360 355 38 
Summarized, the total numbers of correct spellings, correct meanings, 
and syllable counts have the following extremes and ranges of spread: 
Correct Spellings Correct Meanings Syllable Count 
Low High Spread Low High Spread Low High Spread 
355 360 5 348 351 9 33 38 5 
Determining how well the· words were . equated. In order to determine how 
well the word sets were equated, a chi square was done on the word sets 
to establish whether a difference other than chance existed between the 
comparable lists. .According to Best, 
When data are classified into categories representing 
distinctive characteristics, the operation of the laws 
of probability might account for some of the cases that 
fall into each category. It is :important to know whe-
ther these proportions merely reflect the operation of· 
chance, or whether their appearance probably results 
from a significant controlling factor • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In order to test the null hypothesis (which assumes that 
an observed estimate reflects the fluctuations of the 
random sampling processes or chance variation) the chi 
square test would be employed. The chi square test pro-
vides a method of comparing the observed frequencies 
with the theoretical frequencies that might be expected. 
The difference between each observed and each expected 
frequency is squared, and divided by the expected or 
theoretical frequency, and the sum of these quotients 
is chi square. In order to determine the significance 
of the chi square obtained, it :i.s necessary to refer to 
the chi square table. Values are given in levels of 
confidence. Thus, if a given chi square is significant 
at the 5 per cent level of confidence, such a wide diver-
gence between expected and observed frequencies could re-
sult from samp:lfug fluctuations in not more than five in a 
hundred cases. If significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence, the divergence could result from sampling 
fluctuations in only one in a hundred cases. Thus, the 
null hypot~sis, that there was no real difference would 
be refuted. 
1John w. Best, Research in Education (Englewood Cliffs, 
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959), PP• 227-228. 
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The chi square taken on the five sets of words equalled .113 
at the one per cent level of confidence, which permits variation up 
to .297 for probability of chance equal to .99. The random sampling 
had no effect on the comparable lists; nor, for practical purposes, 
did chance. Therefore, the Word Sets were very closely equated as to 
spelling and meaning; and this assured control of the one factor that 
might have interfered seriously with the measurement of the effects 
of the Levels-of-Mastery. 
The five comparable Sets of words and their meanings are in-
., 
eluded under Section II of Appendix B. 
III. THE PRACTICE MATERIAlS AND RELATED RESEARCH 
The practice exercises timed at fifteen minutes, included (1) 
flash-cards for the presentation of words, meanings, and usage of 
words, and (2) a one page practice exercise on spelling and word mean-
ings for each set of words at each of the five Levels-of-Mastery. 
1. The flash-cards 
The nash-cards, constructed from 3n x 1811 pieces of oak tag, 
provided each classroom with complete sets of -words used in the study-. 
There were a total of three hundred and seventy-five flash-cards, or 
sevent,r-five for each classroom, representing each of the five sets of 
words A, B, c, D, and E. On the face side of each flash-cp.rd was 
printed a word in lower case letters. On the reverse side was printed 
the meaning of the word and the usage of the ward in a sentence. 
The flash-cards were used in association with the .Practice 
exercises by the teacher to carry out the purpose behind each of the 
practice exercises. Flash-cards were exposed to the pupil for iwo 
seconds each, or long enough to fulfill the requirements for the 
practice lesson. In general, each flash-card provided an auditory 
and visual approach to the study of words since (a) each word was 
pronounced by the teacher and its meaning and usage described, {b) 
the whole word was heard and seen by the pupil and its order of 
letter arrangement noted, and (c) the auditory and visual approach 
was transferred to the exercise on which the pupil was worktng, where 
the sldlls used in learning the spelling and/or the meaning of the 
word were reinforced and meaningfulness gained. Thus was encouraged 
reinforcement and improvement in visual memory for words through word 
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meaning and word analysis, which Gray has termed :amemocy dr word formlt 
and has described as being based on three factors:: (a) the habit of 
scrutinizing new or relatively new word forms, (b) the ability to call 
up a mental picture or image of the word form, and (c) the associa-
tion of meaning with printed words •1 
Several independent studies have supported the importance of 
audio-visual methods, and the use of flash-cards in particular, for 
these purposes. Of the comparative value between the auditory and 
visual approach, F'll.l?ness has stated that 
Spelling constitutes an act of seeing or hearing what 
is written or spoken, and translating that visual or 
motor image into motor activity ••• The genetic order of 
the association of imagery in spell:ing is auditory and 
motor, then visual and motor ••• Almost without excep-
tion, ••• studies show that the major presentations 
(sight, hearing, speech, or writing) which occur through 
the activ.ity of the hand and the vocal organs are of 
lWilliam s. Gray, On Their Own in Reading ( ed. rev.,; Chicago: 
Scott, Foresman, and Company, 1960), p. 19. 
great importance and that the eye is more important 
than the ear •1 
However, in support of a phonic approach (defined as II any exper-
ience either in hearing or pronouncing words, or both"2), she has 
concluded that n. • • • wherever practicable, advantage should be 
taken of the possibility of relating spelling·to sound; but the 
eye is the chief j~ge.n3 
On the value of flash-cards in reinforcing visual memory 
through practice, Sharp reported a study comparing over a period 
of six weeks the flash-card method with a study-test method of 
teaching spelling to eighty pupils in the fourth grade. In this 
study, the flash-card method produced higher immediate recall re-
s~ts, with a critical ratio of 3.163, significant at the one per 
cent level of con:fidence.4 
In another study on the reinforcement of visual memory 
through the writing and pronunciation of coined words of frequently 
used syllables in real words at the fifth grade level, Comerford 
found a critical ratio 3.02 in favor of the experimental group on 
the coined words and a significance below the five per cent level 
of significance on pronunciation.5 
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1Edna L. Furness, "Evidence on Phonics Instruction and Spell-
ing Success, 21 Clearing House, XXXI (January, 1957), 280. 
2Ibid., P• 279. 
3Ibid., pp. 281-282. 
4Richard M. Sharp, *'! Review of Research in Spelling at 
Boston University: 1.954-195911 (Unpublished Master 1s thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1960) p. 3. 
5 Joseph F. Comerford, "Perceptual Abilities in Spellingn 
(Unpublished Doctor•s dissertation, Boston University School of 
Education, 1954), p. 128. 
On the value of audio-visual material in improving visual 
memory and spelling through practice, Hogan found that, while differ-
ences in perception were hard to separate, spelling improved con-
currently with visual memory.1 Russell, using the fourth thvough 
·sixth grades to test the audio-visual approach to word analysis on 
spelling, found that "in terms of grade norms, ••• each group aver-
2 
aged to gain four times as much as its control group." 
In summary, the concensus has appeared to indicate rather 
sharply that flash-cards, when used as auditory and visual aids by 
pupils, tend to heighten learn:i.n g of meaningful spelling words. 
2. The practice exercises 
The practice exercises were built around each set of words at 
each of the five Levels-of-Mastery. Used in conjunction With the 
flash-cards, they formed a means by which the learning could be for-
warded toward mastery or compared on a Level by Level basis. 
The procedure for the description of the practice exercises 
has been limited to an outline of the purposes and content taken from 
the general information and teacher forms, which prevented confusion 
or misinterpretation of material. These and the exercises are to be 
found in Section III o.f Appendix B. 
In building exercises of this type for use in the improvement 
~lorence Hogan, "Inductive vs. Deductive Techniques in 
Improving Vocabulary in High School through Knowledge of Word Parts11 
(Unpublished DoQtor 1s dissertation, Boston University School of Edu-
cation, 1961), p. 122. 
2Karlene v. Russell, UEffect of Word Analysis on Spelling 
Ability" (Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University School 
of Education, 1954), p. 103. 
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of reading, Durrell has used a similar but perhaps not as pronounced a 
pattern as Levels-of-U.astery.. He has made much use of practice in 
matching, recognition, identification, and reproduction as separate 
1 
units for hearing and visualizing sounds in words; but he has per-
' 
haps inferred rather than stated that these are steps in a progression 
toward word analysis mastery, whose work 
is best done in the spelling period. e. ~inci} 
word analysis is more closely related to spelling 
than reading ••• @,nd sine~ several research stu-
dies have shown that children make more progress 
in word analysis pract~ce than through daily in-
struction in spelling. 
Thus the design of the practice exercises for spelling centered 
on the analysis of the word by letter arrangemnt made increasingly 
difficult to perceive and demanding close visual scrutiny. In prac-
tice, the pupil progressed from the matching of a flashed word with the 
same word on an exercise sheet before him, to where the pupil needed a 
sharp visual memory to identify a word r s correct form among words of 
similar configuration or among words with misplaced, omitted, or added 
letters, many of which were misspellings taken directly from the pre-
test on spelling. 
The design for the word meaning exercises was that of a pro-
gression from dependence on the teacher at the l~~er Levels-of-Mastery 
to complete independence at the highest Level-of-~tery, a condition 
also provided for in the construction of the spelling exercises. 
lnonald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and Vforld, Inc., 19$6), chaps. 9-12. 
2Ibid.' p. 267. 
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3. The exercises described by Levels-of-Mastery and visual, auditory, 
and kinesthetic approach 
a. Level 1 (Matching), visual and auditory. 
For spelling and word meaning, the purpose was to discover 
whether pupils could (1) match words flashed to them with their meanings 
by circling the same words presented to them on ~ practice sheet con-
taining the fifteen words of a particular set (A, B; c, D, or E)~ in 
five columns (visual), and (2) to match a word with the same word when 
the teacher pronounced the word and gave the word's meaning (auditory). 
Each word had to be circled five times and underlined five times, as 
each of the fifteen words of a~ one Set appeared once in each of the 
five columns. 
b. Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition), visual and auditory. 
For spelling, the purpose was to improve the ability of 
pupils to recognize the fifteen words of a Set (A, B, c, D, or E) among 
words of similar elements and sounds, including some nonsense words, 
which appeared in a running text. Score boxes, in which each pupil 
placed the number of correct spellings of a particular word, were pro-
vided for each word in the set of words under stuqy. The teacher 
flashed a word (visual) and gave it a number (1 to 15) corresponding 
to one of the box numbers, and the pupil counted the number of correct 
spellings for the flashed word and placed the total in the designated 
box. At the close of the practice period the boxes were checked for 
accuracy. 
For word meanings, the exercise was oral, on a vo~unteer basis, 
and one in which the teacher gave the meaning of a word (auditory) from 
the flash-card, and the pupil responded with a word (auditory and visual) 
.. . 
from the running text. If necessary, correction was made either by 4:1 
the teacher or by the pupils themselves • 
c. Level 1-3 (Ma.tching+Recognition +Identification), visual 
and auditory. · -". 
For the first time, spelling and meaning became closely 
associated, with the approach auditory and visual and the pupil more 
independent of teacher guidance. 
The purposes were two-fold (1) to discover whether pupils· 
could identify meaning with a particular word when the meaning was 
given orally (auditory), when the pupil must then locate the meaning 
and its letter s;ymboJ. in a special column (auditory and visual), and 
when next the pupil must record the meaning letter beside the word 
which best describes the meaning (visual); and (2) to discover whe-
ther pupils could identify by reading a word list the total number of 
times each of the fifteen words under study appeared (visual). 
A sample exercise was provided to demonstrate how the exer-
cise was to be done, and the exercise was corrected at the close of 
the learning period. 
d. Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition+ Identification+ 
Reproduction), auditory, visual, and kinesthetic (motor) 
Level 1-4 consisted of two tests in one, a practice test 
on spelling and a practice test on word meanings. For the first time 
the kinesthetic was added to the visual and auditory approaches to 
spelling and word meanings, with the pupil almost entirely indepen-
dent of the teacher. 
The purposes were to discover how well pupils could write 
the fifteen words under study after much reinforcement practice with 
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the auditory and visual approaches at preceding Levels-of-Mastery. 
For spelling the procedure was for the teacher to dictate the spelling 
words (auditory) while the pupils wrote the word (kinesthetic). Then 
the spelling tests were corrected, with the teacher flashing the cor-
rect spelling of the word for two seconds (visual) for checking of 
accuracy. If mistakes were made, corrections had to be made by re-
writing the word in a special column (column 3) provided (visual and 
kinesthetic). 
The procedure on the word meaning test was for the teacher 
to ask the pupils to listen to a meaning (auditory), to identify it 
with a word previously -written in column 1 (auditory and visual ) , and 
to rewrite the identified word in column 1 in column 2 (visual and 
kinesthetic).. In this way, each of the fifteen words under study were 
reproduced three times, which served as a reinforcement to the learn-
ing o.f that word. When pronounced by the teacher, the meanings were 
given in an order that did not follow the pattern in column 1. 
e. Level 1-5 (Matching + Recogqi tion + Identification + 
Reproduction +Habituation), visual and kinesthetic 
The purpose was to determine how well pupils could work with 
no teacher aid on an exercise demanding complete understanding of the 
spellings, meanings, and usage of a set of words under study. The ex-
ercise was divided into three parts: synonym practice, near-opposite-
in-meaning practice, and completion sentences. Clues in the form of 
initial letters of words under study were prov.ided. 
Corrected practice exercises, for perusal and comparison, 
for the A Set of words have been included on the next five pages. 
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(Al) Matching - A Set of Words (Al) 
-.... . . 
Directions: Listen caref~ to the teacherts directions as to how to 
~do the following exercise. 
~ virile sedulous a'Uk terminology 
lexicon shirr stellar expiate ovule 
choleric increment shent cabal stellar 
virile terminology (_@ reave sedul.ous 
shirr stellar cabal l.exicon auk 
shent sedulous terminology increment GD 
reave @ib lexicon virile increment 
ovule choleric reave terminology expiate 
cabal lexicon ovule stellar choleric 
auk expiate virile shirr lexicon 
increment reave choleric sedulous cabal 
stellar cabal expiate shent virUe 
terminology shent auk ovule shirr 
expiate auk increment (fg) reave 
sf}dulous ovule shirr choleric shent 
* 
The word circled and underlined iD col'UlllilS 1 to S illustrates the 
procedure when (1) a word was flashed am the pupil circled it in all 
five columns, and,.when (2) the word was pronounced by the teacher and 
the pupil underlined the word. 
Matching+Recognition - A Set o£ Words 
Directions: Follow the directions given by the teacher. 
1. 4 9. 3 13. 3 
6 6. 4 10. 14. 6 
2 
.3 . JS • 
1 a. 4 12. 4 
. 
I 
shir shirt short shrimp shir sohir shirr shorr shirr shire slur sbur 
shirr scebt shin shent sheer sheet shent shint shirr sheen shent shant 
shunt shent slent slint duff luff mu.t'f stuff l.ui'£ cuff lui'£ lauf.f lof.f' 
ruff lui'£ guff tuff luff puff tuff lui'£ sluf reive reave reeve sleave 
sleeve eave reave rieve rever reave rease read reave steve leave reeve 
reave llawk caulk auk pauk mawk auk awk auk all awl auk awl awnawk awk 
taut auk tellar filler sellar stellar stillar stelar stellar steller 
estellar stellar seller shillar stellar cedulus sedulous sedulus 
saidulous sendulous sedulous siduous sendul.ous sedulous sidulous 
viral veral virile vital cicial virial virile vivial virole virile 
viriol ~viel virile cable call aabal cabble serabal cabble crabal 
cabal cabal caball cabU cabal decrement increasement increment 
inoessment incentment increment incriment increment expite expiate 
expire expiate expeate explicate expiate extirpate expiate lapiate 
axpiate expiate aspiate expia,te owle oval ovule oval. ovular ovule 
ovial ovuel ovule oavul ·Oveel telinologr teminol.ogr terminology 
tur.minology terminology tarminology lexeoon lexicon lexigon laxicon 
lexicon cholera choleric collie colerie cholleric churlic cholleric 
The order in which the words were flashed was: 
l. shirr 
2. luff 
3. lexicon 
4. c;:holeric 
5. virile 
6. shent 
7. reave 
a. ovule 
9. cabal 
10. auk 
11. increl.!lent 
12. stellar 
13• terminology 
14. expiate 
1$. sedulous 
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Matching+Recognition+Ident:ification- A Set o£ Words (.A:.1•3~S 
. 
Directions: 1. The teacher will give you a meaning o£ one of the 
words you have been studying. 
2·. You will locate. the letter (a, b, c, and so forth) 
of the meaning in the meaning column. . 
3. Place the letter beside the word in the word column 
which means the same. 
4. Then count up the number of same words in the word list. 
5. P.lace the total number of s~ords in the space bee 
~ide the word in the word col~ 
6. You may have words and meanings left over. 
EXamE,!e,: Meanin_i No. Same 
Words Letter -word Meanings 
1. similar c 3 a. poor 
2. satisfy b. bother 
Word List c. like 
--
similar friend joy simple similar simile simplify similar solarity 
WOrds. 
1. shirr 
2. shent 
3. luff' 
4. reave 
5. auk 
6. stellar 
7. s.edulous 
8. virile 
9. cabal 
10.. increment 
11. expiate 
12. ovule 
Meaning 
Letter 
m 
q 
f' 
v 
a 
c 
t 
r 
h 
b 
j 
13. terminology w 
14. lexicon u 
15. choleric g 
word List 
--
No. Same 
-word 
2 
2 
1 
2 
! 
2 
I 
2 
1 
l 
1 
2 
Mea.ninss 
a. star-like 
b. atone :for 
c. industrious 
d. poach eggs in butter 
e. permit 
£ •. rob 
g. hot-tempered 
h. increase 
i. peaceful 
j. seed-producing part 
k. makeshift 
1. freeze 
m. ruined 
n. necessary 
o. bright 
P• decrease 
q. turn a boat into the wind 
r. conspiracy 
cellar stall stellar stealer expirate s. fight 
expiate expire shellar stellar sheer t. masculine 
shirr vital virile loff' luff luft u. dictionar.y 
extirpate expiate shunt shent cable v. diving bird 
cabble cabal shant. shirr shunt shent w. special words 
shint seduless sedulous sedular hawk awk auk lauk increment viscious 
virile verily virtue lau£ luff loof oval ovular ovule reave choleric 
sure shirr shore terminus terminology terminal lexicograp~ lexicon 
reave rave reave reeve cobalt cabal collaric choleric viscous virile 
virtual 
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Matcbing+Recognition+Identification+Reproduction 
(Al-4.t B1 .. 4.t Cl-4" Dl-4.t E1.4) 
Spelling~ 
Column 1 Column 2 Column~ 
- -
Words 
Spelling Words Meanings *Respelled 
poach eggs 
1. sbir 1. shirr ~ in butter) 1. shirr 
. 
2. shent 2. shent (ruined) 
steer into 
2. 
3. luff 3. luff' ( the wiDi) 3. 
4. reave 4. reave (rob) 4. 
diving 
5. awk 5 • . auk {bird ) 5. auk 
star-
6. steller 6. stellar ( like) 
iiidus-
6. stellar 
7. sedulus 7. sedulous (trious) 7· sedulous 
mas• 
a. virile a. virile ( culine) a. 
.con-
9. cabal 9. cabal Cs2iraey) 9. 
~ 
10. incrument 10. increment (crease} 10. increment 
.a atone 
u. expiate u. expiate ( £or_) 
plant 
u. 
12. ovule 12. ovule ~ seed ) l.2. (special terms) 
1.3. terminology 1.3. terminolo~ , 13. 
diction-
14. lexicon 14. lexicon ( a~f) 14. (hot-tempered 
15. choleric 1.$. · choleric 15. 
*Rewrite on.J¥ the misspelled words in column 1. 
Only the spelling word was written by the pupil in practice. The 
meanings given in parentheses were dictated by the teacher. This 
information is given £or the reader's clarification. 
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(Al-5) Matching+Recognition+Identification+Reproduction+Babituation (Al-5) 
Directions: 1. 1Nrite the word closest in meaning beside its synonym. 
2. Write the word most opposite in meaning beside the 
near ... opposite. 
3. ,Fill in the blank spaces in the incomplete sentences 
with the words that will give the sentences meaning. 
As a clue, you have been given the beginning letter of the 
word you need to know to answer correctly each item. 
~on;ym 
1. poach eggs 
in butter 
Word 
-
shirr 
2.. star~like stellar 
3. j,ndustrious · sedUlous 4. masculine :.__;VJ.r;;.;;.~i;;:;le.;..;;.;;.... __ _ 
5. plot cabal 
6. increase increment 
1. atone for expiate 
-a. special terminology 
terms 
9. irritable choleric 
Incomplete Sentencesi 
!2!.£-0pposite 
1. Q~n dis ... 
cussion 
2. i_gnore sins 
3. weak 
4. pleasant 
5. fry eggs 
6. lazy· ' 
7. moon-like 
a. decrease 
9. general 
vocabulary 
Word 
-
cabal 
expiate 
Virlle 
choleric 
shirr 
sedulous 
stellar 
increment 
terminology 
~. An arctic bird -that dives is called an - AYk • 
2. Will you shirr '. my eggs? ------------------
3. A stellar in this test earns an "A•" 4. Men are considered virile ; women are not necessarilY weake 
5. Robin Hood used to reave the wealthy to he~p the poor. 
6. Not welcome in society is a person with a shent reputation. 
7. A cabal to overthrow the government failed. 
a. To please your teachers, be sedUlous • 
9. Sailing skippers often must luff to slow down. 
10. The financial aim o:r the workers • union is an employer contract 
giving each worker a yearly increment of fifty dollars. 
11. To expiate our evil. doings is a souJ. ... searching task. 
12. In order to reproduce, a plant must have an ovul.e • 
1~. Medical terminology is bewiJ.dering to most laymen. 
14. A student of Latin must go to a lexicon for word meanings. 
15. :Bontt argue with a choleric person. 
IV. THE IMMEDIATE AND DELAYED RECALL TESTS 
The testing materials were divided into two categories: 
(~) immediate recall tests on spelling and word meanings and (2) 
delayed recall tests on spelling and word meanings. The delayed 
recall tests were called "Mastery Tests on Spelling and Word :Mean-
ings .11 These have been included under Section I and II of Appendix 
c. 
All spelling tests were corrected by hand; all word meaning 
tests were corrected by answer key from IBM answer sheets. -The Ara-
bic p.umbering of the answer sheets was unusual in that only one an-
swer sheet per pupil was provided for both immediate and delayed re-
call of word meanings, the upper hall being used for immediate re-
call and the lower half for delayed recall of word meanings. B.r 
this means correction of the word meaning tests vms.; .facilitated and 
the number of answer sheets kept to manageable proportions. 
Such a procedure, however, demanded the understanding that, 
on word meanings and depending on the classroom in question, there 
were responses to only £our of the possible five sets of words on 
the immediate recall of word meanings. The fifth immediate recall 
test for word meanings appeared on the lower half of the answer 
sheet, as the words studied last could be tested only for immediate 
recall. This ~act had to be remembered when correcting the tests. 
The same pattem of test appearance occurred on spelling and 
needed to be remembered when correcting the tests. 
In summary, then, the total number of tests for any one pupil 
in any one of the five classrooms equalled twelve, five of which were 
immediate recall (with one immediate recall appearing l'lith delayed 
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recall) of spellings, five immediate recall (with one appearing with 
deleyed recall)' of word meanings, and two delayed recall tests on the 
other four word sets, for spelling and word meanings respectively. 
To facilitate such understandings on the part of the pupils, 
each of the five columns on the upper half of the IBM sheets used for 
the immediate recall of word meanings was designated by the capital 
letter (A, or B, or c, or D, or E) belonging to each word set. The 
, pupils were reminded as to which column to use as a response column. 
To facilitate teacher understanding, specific directions were 
given as to the handling of the spelling and word meaning tests. 
These directions are described below, along with the descriptions of 
the various tests. 
1. The immediate recall tests for spelling and word meanings 
For spelling, the immediate recall tests required writing on 
a test she~t the fifteen words of a particular set (A, B, c, D, or E) 
as dictated in a specific order from a dictation list composed of the 
five sets of words (A, B, c, D, E). Each test was clearly labeled as 
to which set of words were being tested. 
On word meanings, two separate forms were distributed, the 
IBM answer sheets and the word meaning test, which listed in a speci-
fic order each of the fifteen words of a Set being tested. A choice 
of five meanings for each word was offered; but onlY one of these 
choices was the correct answer. The pupil marked his choice on the 
answer sheet in the column allotted to the set of words being tested. 
2. The delayed recall tests for spelling and £or word meanings 
For spelling, the delayed recall test necessitated the writing 
o£ all seventy-five words of the word sets (A, B, c, D, and E). These 
.so 
words were dictated in a systematic progression from Set A to Set E 
so that correction of the tests would be simplified and in the correct 
order for statistical analysise 
For word meanings, the delayed recall test followed the pattern 
of the immediate recall test, except that the numbering was different 
on the IBM answer sheet and the total number of word meanings equalled 
seventy-five. 
In summary, the purposes of the immediate and delayed recall 
tests on spelling and word meanings were to test for immediate recall 
at each of the five Levels-of-Mastery for later statistical comparison 
between the Levels, and to test for delayed recall at four Levels-of- · 
Mastery for comparison with immediate recall at each of those four Levels. 
All the instructions and tests have been reproduced in Sections I to 
V of Appendix C • 
. Obvious questions are related to recall: How good was immedi-
ate recall? How good was dela,red recall? How did the two recalls. com-
pare? JTom these developed the analysis in response to the thesis 
problem on the effects of Levels-of-Mastery: What effects did the 
Levels have and what effect did position of each Level have on the 
immediate and delayed recall of spelling and word meanings? 
The statistical findings derived from the data are presented 
in Chapter IV.. The findings provide answers to those questions. 
., 
CRAFTER IV 
FINDINGS 
The following chapter reports data and their analyses in 
answer to the thesis problem on the effects of Levels-of-Mastery on 
learning as applied to spelling and wvo rd meanings. These questions 
were: 
What effect did the Levels-of-Mastery have on the im-
mediate and delayed recall of spelling and word meanings? 
What effect did the position of any one of the five 
Levels-of-Mastery have on the immediate and delayed 
recall of spelling and word meanings? 
The findings stemming from these two questions are found in 
the statistical tables. The discussion deals with spelling and word e 
meaning as related to each question as supplied by the test perform-
ance of five classrooms involved in the experiment. 
I. . THE EFFECTS OF LEVELS-oF-MASTERY 
Table 1. Comparisons Between the Five Levels-of-Mastery* as They 
Affect Immediate Recall of Spelling for Classrooms I to V, 
Combined --
·*Level S.E. 
Mastery N Mean S.D. m L.l L.l-2 L.l-3 L.l-4 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
l (a) 98 9.500 3.246 .329 
1-2 (b) 123 9-935 3.600 .325 .942 
1-3 (c) 122 11.139 3.217 .291 3.733 2 .. 761 
1-4 (d) 129 12.225 3.391 .291 6.207 5.252 2.636 
1-5 (e) 123 11.980 3.184 .287 5 .. 675 4.680 2 .. 056 -.599 
5:t 
y 
*Explanation: 
(a) Matching (d) Matching+Reeognition+ 
Identification+Re-
production 
(b) Matching +Recognition 
(c) Matching+ Recognition+ 
Identification (e) Ma tcl:t.ing +Recognition + 
Identification +Re-
production 'T Habituation 
The findings on the Levels-of-lJa.stery as they affect the im-
mediate recall of spelling showed the following comparisons between 
the levels: 
(a) Level 1 (Matchlng) compared with the other four Levels:-
(1) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-2 (Matching +Recog ... 
nition). The critical ratio of .942 was not signifi-
cant. 
(2) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-3 (Matching+Recog-
nition +Identification). The critical ratio of 3. 733 
was significant at the one per cent level of confi-
dence in favor of Level 1-3. 
(3) 
(4) 
Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-4 (Matching +Recog-
nition+Identification+Reproduction). The critical 
ratio of 6.207 was highly significant at the one per 
cent level of confidence in favor of Level 1-4. 
Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recog-
nition +Identification+ Reproduction +Habituation) e 
The critical ratio of 5.615 was hig~ significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence in favor of 
Level 1-5, but was not as significant as that of 
Level 1-4. 
(b) Level 1-2 (Matching+Recognition) compared with the other three 
Levels: 
(1) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-3 
(Matchi:r:J.g +Recognition +Identification) • The critical 
ratio of 2.761 was significant at the one per cent 
level of confidence in favor of Level 1-3. 
(2) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-4 
(Matching +Recognition +Identification+ Reproduc-
tion). The critical ratio of 5.252 was highly 
significant at the one per cent level of confi-
dence in favor of Level 1-4. 
(3) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-5 
(Matching +Recognition+ Identif'ica tion + Repreduc-
tion+Habituation). The critical ratio of 4.680 
was highly significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence in favor of Level 1-5, but was not 
as significant as that at Level 1-4. 
(c) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) cempared with 
Levels 1-4 and 1-5. 
(1) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) 
versus Level 1-4 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identifi ... 
cation +Reproduction). The critical ratio of 2.636 
was barely significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence in favor of Level 1 ... 4. 
(2) Level 1-3 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification) 
versus Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition +Identifi-
cation +Reproduction+ Habituation) • The critical 
ratio of 2.056 was .si-gnificant at the five per 
qent level of confidence· in. "favor of Level l-5, but 
was not as significant as that at Level 1-4. 
(d) Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition +Identification+Reproduction) 
compared with Level l-5 (Matching +Recognition+ Identification 
Reproduction+ Habituation) .. The critical ratio of .599 in 
favor of Level 1-4 was not significant. 
Table 2. Comparisons Between the Five Levels-of-Mastery as They 
Affect the Delayed Recall of Spelling for Classroomsi to v, 
Combined -
*Level 
Mastery N Mean S.D. 
1 (a) 104 8.248 3 .. 234 
l-2 ~b) 101 9.020 3 .. 807 1-3 c) 104 10.308 3.106 
1-4 (d) 104 11.577 3.308 
1-5 (e) 99 11.576 3.332 
*Explanation: 
(a) Matching 
(b) Matching +Recognition 
(c) Matching +Recognition + 
Identification 
S.E .. 
m 
.. 317 
.. 360 
.305 
e324 
.. 335 
C.R. 
Level 
1 1-2 1-3 1-4 
Y-(a) (b) (cJ (d) 
1.595 
4.374 2 .. 644 
7.353 5 .. 294 2 .. 852 
7.219 5.195 2.799 - .. 002 
(d) Matching +Recognition+ 
Identification+Be-
production 
(e) Matching +Recognition+ 
Identification+Re-
production +Habituation 
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The findings on the Levels-of-Mastery as they affect the 
delayed recall of spelling showed the following comparisons between 
the levels: 
(a) Level 1 (Matching} compared with the other four higher levels: 
(1) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-2 (Matching + 'Recog-
nition). The critical ration of 1.595 was not signi-
ficant. · 
( 2) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-3 (Matching+ Recog-
nition+Identification). The critical·ratio of 4.374 
was significant at the one per cent level of confi-
dence in favor of Level l-3e 
(3) Level 1 (M:ltching) versus Level 1-4 (Matching+ Recog-
nition +Identification +Reproduction). The critical 
ratio of 7.353 was highly significant at the one per 
cent level of confidence in favor of Level 1-4. 
(4) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-5 (Matching +Recog-
nition+ Identification +Reproduction +Habituation) e 
The critical ratio of 7. 219 was significant at the 
one per cent level of confidence in favor of Level 1-
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5, but was not quite as significant at that at Levell-4. 
(b) Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recognition) compared with the other three 
higher levels: 
(1) 
(2) 
Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-3 
(Matching+ Recognition +Identification) • The cri ti-
cal ratio of 2.644 was significant at the one per cent 
level of confidence in favor of Level 1-3. 
Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recognition) versus Level 1-4 
(Matching +Recognition +Identification+ Reproduction) • 
The critical ratio of 5.294 was highly significant at 
the one per cent level of confidence in favor of 
Level 1-4. 
(3) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-5 
(Matching+ Recognition +Identification +Reproduction + 
Habituation). The critical ratio of 5.195 was highly 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of Level 1-5, but was not as significant as that 
at Level 1-4 .. 
(c) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) compared VIi th 
the two higher levels: 
' 
(1) 
' 
- -
Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) versus t)f) 
Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition +Identification+ Repro-
duction). The critical ratio of 2.852 was significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence in favor of 
Level 1=4. 
(2) Level 1-3 (Matching+Recognition +Identification) versus 
Level 1-5 (Matching +Recognition +Identification +Repro= 
duction+Habituation). The critical ratio of 2.799 was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of Level 1-5, but was not as significant as that 
at Level 1-4. 
(d) Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition+ Identification+ Reproduction) 
compared with Level 1-5 (Matching+Recognition +Identification+ 
Reproduction+ Habituation) • Th~ critical ratio of .002 in favor 
of Level 1-4 was not significant. 
Table 3. Comparisons Between the Five Levels-of-Mastery as They 
1\.ffect the Immediate Recall of Word Meanings for Clasrooms I to 
V, Combined - -
* Level 
Masterr N Mean s.n. 
1 (a) 127 8.394 2.922 
1-2 ~b1 121 7e769 3 .. 803 
1-3 c) 120 9&783 3.498 
1-4 (d) 123 ll.951 3..585 
l-5 (e) 122 12 .. 164 3.260 
*Explanation: 
(a) Matching 
(b) Matching+ Re~ognition 
(c) Matching +Recognition + 
Identification 
s.E .. 
m 
.. 258 
.346 
.319 
.. 323 
.. 295 
O.R. 
Level 
1 1-2 
(a) (b) 
1-3 
(c) 
1-4 
(d) 
1 .. 450 
3.388 4.276 
8 .. 612 8.841 4 .. 775 
9.617 9 .. 681 5.486 
(d) Matching .f.Recognition+ 
Identification+ Re-
production 
.487 
(e) Matching+Recognition + 
Identification +Re= 
production'+Habituation 
The findings on the Levels-of-Mastery as they affect the 
immediate recall of word meanings slx>wed the following comparisons 
between the levels: 
(a) Level 1 (Matching) compared with the other four.higher levels: 
(1) "'Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-2 (Matching +Recogni"" 
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tion)., The critical rati'o of 1.450 was not significant. 
(2) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-3 (Matching>+- Recogni-
tion+Identification). The critical ratio of 3.388 was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of level ~-3. 
(3) Level 1 (Matching) versus Levell-4 (Matobing +Recogni-
tion +Identification +Reproduction). The critical ratio 
of 8.612 was highly significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence i'n favor of level 1-4. 
(4) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-5 (Matching +Recogni-
tion +Identification+ Reproduction +Habituation) • The 
critical ratio of 9.617 was highly significant at the 
. one per cent level of confidence in favor of level 1-5. 
(b) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) cempared with the other three 
higher levels: 
(1) Level 1-2 (Matching+Recognition) versus Level 1-3 
(Matching -~Recognition +Identification).. The critical 
ratio of 4.276 was significant at the one per cent 
level of confidence in favor of Level 1-3 .. 
(2) 
(3) 
Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-4 
(Matching +Recognition +Identi:f.'ieation+Reproduction)". 
The critical ratio of 8.841 was very highly signifi-
cant in favor of Level 1-4. 
Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-5 
(Matching +Recognition +Identification+ Reproduction+ 
Habituation). The critical ratio of 9.681 was very 
highly significant at the one per cent level of confi-
dence in favor of Level 1-5 .. 
(c) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) compared with 
the other two higher. levels: 
(2) 
Level 1-3 (Matching+Recognition +Identification) versus 
Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition +Identification +'Repro-
duction). The critical ratio of 4. 775 was significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence in favor of 
Level 1-4. 
Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) versus 
Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification+ Repro= 
duction + Habituation) • The critical ratio of 5.486 was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of Level 1-5. 
(d) Level 1=4 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification+ Reproduction) 
versus Level 1-5 (M'atching +Recognition+ Identification+ Repro-
duction +Habituation). The critical ratio of ,'.487 in favor of 
Level 1-5 was not significant& 
Table 4. Comparisons Between the Five Levels-of-Mastery as They 
Affect the Delayed Recall of Word Meanings for Classroans I to 
V, Combfued - -
C.R. 
* Level S.E. Level 
Mastery N Mean s.n .. m 1 1-2 1-3 1-4 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
1 (a) 104 6 .. 635 3 .. 076 o302 
l-2 (b) 101 7 .. 401 3.642 .349 1.658 
:l-~3 (c) 105 9e038 3 .. 830 ~~74 3 .. 403 3.,197 
1-4 (d) 104 10.,721 3.986 e391 8.,332 6.336 3.105 
1-5 (e) 100 10.690 3.563 .356 8.-683 6.591 ~ 3 .. 221 - .. 058 
*Explanation: 
(a) Matcbing (dr Matching +Recognition + 
Identification +Re= 
production 
(b) Matching +Recognition .; 
(c) Matching+Recognition + 
Identification (e) Matching +Recognition + 
Identification+ Re-
production+ Habi tua ti.on 
The findings on the five Levels-of-Mastery as they affect 
the delayed recall of wrd meanings showed the follow:ing comparisons 
between the levels: 
(a) Level 1 (Matching) compared with the other 'four higher levels: 
(1) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-2 (Matching+Recogni-
tion).. 'The critical ratio of L.658 was not significant. 
(2) 
(3) 
Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-3 (Matching +Recogni-
tion +Identification). The critical ratio of 3 .. 403 was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of Level 1-3 .. 
Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-4 (Matching+Recogni-
tion +Identification+ Reproduction) • The critical. 
ratio of 8 .. 332 was very highly significant at the one 
per cent level of confidence in favor of ~evel 1-4. 
(4) Level 1 (Matching) versus Level 1-5 (Matching +Recogni= 
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e tion+ Identification+ Reproduction+ Habituation).. The critical ratio of 8.,683 was very highly.significant in 
favor of Level 1-5 .. 
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(b) Level 1-2 {Matching+ Recognition) compared with the other three 
higher levels: 
(1) Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) versus Level 1-3 
(Matching +Recognition+ Identification). The critical 
ratio of 3.197 was significant at the one per cent 
level of confidence in favor of r..eveJ. l-3. 
(2} Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recognition) versus Level J.-4 
(Matching +Recognition +Identification· +Reproduction)" 
The critical ratio of 6.336 was highly significant at 
the one per cent level of confidence in favor of·Level 
l-4. . 
(3) Level 1 ... 2 (Matching1" Recognition) versus Level 1-5 
(Matching +Recognition+ Identification+ Reproduction + 
Habituation). The critical ratio of 6.591 was highly 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of Level l=5e 
(c) Level 1-3 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification) compared with 
the two higher levels: · 
(d) 
(1) 
(2) 
Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) versus 
Level J.-4 (Matching+ Reproduction+Identification+ Repro-
duction). The critical ratio of 3al05 was significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence in favor of Level 
1-4. 
Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) versus 
Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification+· Repro-
duction+·Habituation). The critical ratio of 3.221 was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of Im:e1. 1-5. 
Level 1-4 (Matching <rt:Reco¢ tion +Identification+ Reproduction) 
compared with Level 1-5 ~Matching +Recognition+ Identification+ 
Reproduction+Habituation).· The critical ratio of· .058 in favor 
of Level J.-4 was not significante 
Table 5e Comparisons Between the Immediai:e and Delayed Recall of 
Spelling as They Affect the Levels""()f-Mastery for Classrooms 
I to V, Combined 
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confidence in favor of immediate recall, 
(4) that, at Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition +Identi-
fication+ Reproduction), the critical ratio of 
1.486 was not significant, 
and (5) that, at Level 1-5 (Matchlng +Recognition +Identi--
fication +Reproduction +Habituation), the critical 
ratio of .916 was not significant. 
Table 6. Comparisons Between the Immediate and Delayed Recall of 
Word Meanings as They Affect the Levels-of-Mastery for Class-
rooms I to V, Combined 
Re- s .. E. 
Level call N Mean S.D. m C.R. 
1 Immed. 127 8.394 2 .. 922 .. 258 4 .. 179 
(a) Delay 104 6.635 3 .. 076 .. 302 
1-2 Immed .. 121 7.e769 3.803 .346 .749 
(b) Delay 101 7.401 3.642 .349 
1-3 Immed. 120 9.783 3.498 .319 1..517 
(c) Delay 105 9.038 3.830 .374 
1-4 Immed. 123 11.951 3.585 .323 2.490 
(d) Delay 104 10 .. 721 \3.986 i:.i91 
l-5 Immed. 122 12.164 3.260 e295 3el91 
(e) Delay 100 10.690 3.563 .356 
*Explanation: 
(a~ Matching (d) Matching +Recogni tiont-(b Matching +Recognition Identification +Re-
(c) Ma.tch:ing +Recognition+ production 
Identification (e) :Matching +Recognition+ 
Identification+ Re-
production +Habituation 
The findings on the comparisons between the immediate and 
delayed recall of word meanings as they affect the Levels-of-Mastery 
showed the following: 
60 
(1) that, at Level 1 (Matching), the critical. ratio 
of 4.179 was significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence in favor of the immediate recall of 
word meanings, 
(2) that, at Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition), the 
critical ratio of .749 showed no significance, 
(3) that, at Level 1 ... 3 (Matching +Recognition +Identifi-
cation), the critical ratio of 1.517 was not signi-
ficant., 
(4) that, at Level 1-4 (Matching+Recognition +Identifi= 
catien +Reproduction}, the critical ratio of 2.490 
was significant at the two per cent level of confi-
dence in favor of immediate. recall, 
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and (.5) that, at Level 1-.5 (Matching +Recognition +Identifi-
cation +Reproduction +Habituation), the critical. 
ratio of 3 .. 191 had significance at the one per cent 
level of confidence in favor of the immediate recall 
of word meanings. 
IIe THE EFFECT OF R>SITION 
.A,s used in the study, Position may be defined as the combining 
into five separate units for statistical analysis those Levels-of=- · 
Mastery that were taught first, second, third, fourth,, or fifth in the 
five classrooms involved in the experiloont. For illustration, Posi-
tion 1 included Level 1 from Classroom I, Level 2-3 from Classroom II, 
Level 1-.5 from Classroom III, Level 1-2 from Classroom IV, and Level 
1-4 from Classroom Y. 
In addition, the research design, discussed in Chapter I, 
shows that each of the five Levels-of-Mastery in each of the five 
classrooms is in five different positions in the leaming scheme on 
immediate recall and in the first four different positions only on 
delayed recall. Each of the five Levels-o£-Mastery appears on immedi-
ate recall and in four positions on delayed·recall once in each of the 
five positions.. Thus, for example, on immediate recall Level 1 
~ 
-
(Matching) appears in the first position in Classroom I, in the f'ifth 62 
position for Classroom II, in the fourth po_sition for Classroom III, 
in the third position for Classroom IV, and in the second position for 
Classroom V. On delEcy"ed recall., Level 1 (Matching) appears only four 
• 
times, owing to the fact that in the fifth position Level 1 (Matching) 
is tested for only immediate recall. 
Comparisons as to how these positions of the Levels-of-Mastery 
in relation t0 each other affect the immediate and delayed recall of 
spelling and word meanings are indicated in the followmg tables of 
findings on position .. 
Table 1. Comparisons Between Positions 1-5 of the Levels-of-Mastery 
in-so-far-as Position Affects the Immediate Recall of Spelling 
for Classrooms I to V, Combined -
C.R •. 
Posi- ~' . S.E .. Position 
tion N Mean S.D. m 1 2 3 4 
1 116 11.922 2.720 .256 
2 127 11.866 3.072 e273 - .. 150 
3 126 10e723 3e727 e332 -2 .. 862 -2.658 
4 98 11.788 3.076 e3ll -.332 .ooo 2 .. 341 
5 128 9.086 3.461 .211 -8 • .542 =8.0.58 -4.117 =7•186 
The findings on position of the Levels-of-Mastery as position 
1 
affects the immediate recall of spelling showed the following ~ompari-
sons between the five positions: 
(a) Position 1 compared with Positions 2, 3, 4, and .5: 
(1) Position 1 versus Position 2.. The critical ratio 
of .150 was not significant. 
(2) Position 1 versus Position 3. The at"itical ratio 
of 2.862 in favor of Position 1 was significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence. 
(3) Position 1 versus Position 4.. The critical ratio 
of .])2 was not significant .. 
(4) Position 1 versus Position 5. The critical ratio of 
8.542 in favor of Position 1 was highly significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence. 
(b) Position 2 compared with Positions 3,4, and 5t 
(1) Position 2 versus Position 3. The critical ratio of 
2.658 in favor of Position 2 was barely significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence. 
(2) Position 2 versus Position 4. -There was no signifi-
cant difference be~een Position 2 and 4. 
(3) Position 2 versus Position 5. The critical ratio of 
8.058 was highly significant in favor of Position 
2 at the one per cent level of confidence. 
(c) Position 3 compared with Positions 4 and 5: 
(1) Position 3 versus Position 4. The critical ratio 
of 2.341 had borderline significance at the two per 
cent level of confidence in favor of Position 4. 
(2) Position 3 versus Position 5. The critical ratio of 
4.117 in favor of Position 3 was significant at the 
one per cent level of confidence. 
(d) Position 4 compared with Position 5. The critical ratio of 
7.186 was highly significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence in favor of Position 4. 
Table 2., Comparisons Between Positions 1-4 of the Levels-of-
Mastery in-so-far-as Position Affects the Delayed Recall of 
Spelling for Classrooms I to v, Combined -
c.R. 
Posi- s .. E. Position 
tion N Mean S.D. m 1 2 3 
1 128 10 .. 023 3.395 .300 
2 128 10.219 3.418 .302 .202 
3 128 8.063 3.763 .333 -4.375 -4.802 
4 128 9.930 4.193 .371 -.195 - .605 3.749 
The findings on position of Levels-of-Mastery as position 
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affects the delayed recall of spelling showed the following compari-
sons between the four positions~ 
(a) Position 1 compared with Positions 2, .3, and 4:-
-· (1) Position 1 versus Position 2. The critical ratio 
of .202 was not significant. 
(2) Position 1 versus Position .3. The critical ratio 
of 4 • .375 was significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence in favor of Position 1. 
(.3) Position 1 versus Position 4. The critical ratio 
was not significant. 
(b) Position 2 compared with Positions .3 and 4: 
(c) 
(1) Position 2 versus Position .3. The critical ratio 
of 4.802 in favor of Position 2 was highly signi-
ficant at the one per cent level of confidence. 
(2) Position 2 versus Position 4. The critical ratio 
was not significant .. 
Position .3 compared with Position 4. The critical ratio 
of 3.749 was significant at the one per cent level of 
confidence in favor of Position 4. 
Table 3. Comparisons Between Positions 1 to 5 of the Levels-of-
Mastery in-so-far-as Position Affects the Immediate Recall 
of ~ Meanings for Classrooms I to V, Combined -
C.R. 
Posi- s.E. Position 
tion N Mean S.D. lD. 1 2 3 4 
1 115 10.660 3.3.37 .311 
2 128 10.289 3.249 .291 -.871 
.3 125 10.565 3.789 .399 .196 .617 
4 121 10.884 3.188 .290 .527 1.448 .715 
5 122 7.795 4.454 .403 -5.629 -5.018 -5.256 -6.266 
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The findings on position of the Levels-of-1~stery as position 
affects the immediate recall of word meanings showed the following 
comparisons between the positions: 
(a) Position 1 compared with Positions 2,3,4, ~d 5: 
~ (1) The critical ratios between Position 1 and Positions 
2, 3, and 4 were not significant. 
(2) Position 1 versus Position 5. The critical ratio of 
5.629 was highly significant at the one per cent 
level of confidence in favor of Position 1. 
(b) Position 2 compared with Positions 3, 4, and 5: 
(1) Position 2 versus Positions 3 and 4 showed the statis-
tical significance. 
(2) Position 2 versus Position 5. The critical ratio of 
5.018 was highly significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence ~n favor of Position 2. 
(c) Position 3 compared with Positions 4 and 5., 
(d) 
(1) No significant difference e~ between Position 3 
and Position 4. 
(2) Position 3 versus Position 5. The critical ratio of 
5.256 was highly significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence in favor of Position 3. 
A comparison between Position 4 and Position 5 showed a criti-
cal ratio of 6.266 in favor of Position 4, which was highly 
significant at tbe one per cent level of confidence. 
Table 4. Comparisons Between Positions 1 to 4 of the Levels ... of-
Mastery as Position Affects the Delayed Recall of Word 
Meanings for Classrooms I toY, Combined --
c.R. 
Posi- S.E. Position 
tion N Mean s.n. m 1- 2 3 
1 129 8.620 3.913 .345 
2 128 7.766 3.5o6 a318 -1.799 
3 128 9.508 4 .. 157 .368 1 .. 762 3.584 
4 129 9.047 3 .. 953 .348 .871 2.719 -9.11 
The findings on position of the Levels-of-Master,r as Posi-
tion affec t.s the delayed recall of word meanings showed the following 
comparisons between the positions: 
(a) Position 1 compared with Positions 2, 3, and 4: the critical 
ratios were not significant. 
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~ 
{b) Position 2 compared with Positions 3 and 4: 
(1) Position 2 versus Position 3. The criticaJ. ratio 
of 3.584 was significant at the one per cent level 
of confidence in favor of Position 3. 
(2) Position 2 versus Position 4. The critical ratio 
of 2.719 was significant at the on~ per cent level 
of confidence in favor of Position 4, but was not 
as significant as that at Position 3. 
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(c) A comparison between Position 3 and Position 4 shaed no signifi-
cant difference between the positions. 
Table 5. Comparisons Between the Immediate and Delayed RecaJ.l of 
Spelling in-so-far-as Position Affects~e Recall of Spelling 
for Classrooms I to V, Combined 
, 
Posi- Re- S.E. 
tion call N Mean S.D .. m C.R. 
1 Immed. 116 11.922 ·2. 720 .256 4.958 
Delay 128 10.023 3.395 .300 
2 Immed. 127 11.816 3 .. 072 .273 4.047 
Delay 128 10.219 3.418 .302 
3 Immed. 126 10 .. 723 3.727 .• 332 5.660 
Delay 128 8.063 3.763 ·333 
4 Immed. 98 ll.788 3.076 .311 3.839 
Delay 128 9.930 4.193 .371 
The findings on the comparisons between the immediate and 
del~ed recall of spelling in-so-far-as Position affects the recall 
of spelling showed that there was statistical significance at the 
one per cent level of confidence in favor of immediate recall .. 
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III. SUMMARY 
Briefly stated, the tables have shown the following statisti-
cal findings on the effects of Levels-of-Mastery and of Position on 
the immediate and delayed recall of spellings and word meanings. 
Levels-of-Mastery and Spelling. On the immediate recall of spelling, 
Level 1-4 showed superiority to Levels 1, 1=2, and 1-3, with higbJ.y 
sigqificant critical ratios ranging up to 6.207 at the one per cent 
level of confidence. The critical ratio between Level 1-4 and Level 
1-5 was not significant, but preference was for Level 1-4. 
On the delayed recall of spelling, Level 1-4 and Level 1-5 
were statistically almost equaJ., with critical ratios ranging up to 
1.353 for Level 1-4, and up to 7.219 for Level 1-5. 
Levels-of-Mastery and ~rd Meanings., On both the immediate and de-
layed recall of word meanings Level 1 ... 4 and Level 1-5 were of equal 
statistical importance and showed critical ratios over the other 
Levels-of-Mastery ranging up to 8.841 for Level 1-4, and up to 9.681 
for Level 1-5. On immediate recall only, the difference between 
Level 1 ... 4 and Level 1.;.,5 was not significant, but was slightly in 
favor of L~vel 1-5. On del~ed recall there was almost no difference 
in value. 
Each Level-of-Mastery and Immediate and Delayed Recall of Spellings 
and Word Meanings. On a comparison between each Level-of-Mastery 
and the immediate and delayed recall of spelling, Level 1 showed a 
critical ratio of 2.740 at the one per cent level of confidence in 
favor of immediate recall. There was no signific::ant difference be ... 
tween immediate and delayed recall for each of the other Levels-of-
Mastery. 
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On a comparison between each Level-of-Mastery and its effect 
on immediate and delayed ~ecall of word meanings, all critical ratios 
were in favor of immediate recall but at different levels of signifi-
cance. At Level 1, the critical ratio of 4 .. 179 was highly signifi-
cant at the one per cent level of.confidence in favor of immediate re-
call.. At Level 1-2 and Level 1=3, the critical ratios were not sig-
nificant; at Level l-4, the critical ratio of 2.490 was significant 
at the two per cent level of confidence in favor of immediate recall; 
and at Level 1-5, the critical ratio of 3 .. 191 was highly significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence in favor of immediate recall. 
Position and Spelling. The statistical findings on the effect of 
Position on the immediate recall of spelling showed Positions 1 to 4 
very superior to Position 5. The critical ratios for Positions 1, 2, 
3, and 4 as compared with Position 5 were as follows: Position 1, 
8.542; Position 2, 8.508; Position 3, 4 .. 117; and Position 4, 7.186. 
On delayed recall of spelling, Position 1 was favored above 
Positions 2, 3, and 4.. However, the statistical differences were not 
significant except for Position 4, which showed a critical ratio of 
4.375 in favor of Position 1 at the one'per cent level of confidence .. 
Position 4 was also significantly superior at the one per cent level, 
to Position 3, with a critical ratio of 3e 749 .. 
Position and Word Meaning. There were no statistically significant 
differences between Positions 1 to 4. The critical ratios between 
Position 5 and Positions 1 to 4 were highly significant at the one 
per cent level of confidence, however. Such critical ratios ranged 
from 5 .. 018 to 6.266. 
On delayed recall of word meanings, the critical ratios 
showed no significant differences between Positions 1, 2, 3, and 4e 
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Position and Immediate versus Delayed Recall of Spellings and 1rord 
Meanings. The critical ratios for Position 1, 2, 4, and 5were signi-
ficant at the one percent level of confidence in favor of immediate 
recall. The critical ratio for Position 3 equalled 2.114 in favor of 
. 
immediate recall and was significant at the five per cent level of 
confidence. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the study o£ the statistical findings certain tentative 
conclusions may be drawn from the findings posed by the two questions 
asked in the thesis. These questions were: 
What effects did the Levels-of-Mastery have on 
the immediate and delayed recall of spelling 
and word meanings? 
What effect did the position of ~ one of the 
five Levels-of-Mastery (the placement of a level 
in the teaching pattern in which groups of words 
are learned in different sequences at different 
Levels-of-Mastery) have on the immediate and 
dela;y-ed recall of spelling and word meanings? . 
The conclusions follow and deal separately with spelling and 
word meanings as they are rel.ated to each question in the study. 
I. CONCLUSIONS ON THE EFFECTS OF LEVELS=OF-MASTERY ON IMMEDIATE 
AND DELAYED RECALL OF SPEIJ:J:ID AND WORD MEANINGS 
le The Levels-o.f-Mastery as they affect immediate recall of spelling 
for Classrooms I to 1!, Combined, indicated that: -
(a) Level l-3 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification) was 
superior to Levell (Matching). 
(b) Level l-4 (Matching+Recognition+Identification+ 
Reproduction} was superior to Levell (Matching). 
(c) Level l-5 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification+ Repro-
duction +Habituation) was superior to Level l (Matching). 
(d) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) was 
superior to Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) .. 
(e) Levell-4 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification+ Repro-
duction) was superior to Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recog-
nition). 
(f) Level 1-5 (Matching +Recognition +Identification +Repro-
duction +Habituation) was superior to Level 1-2 
(Matching+ Recognition). 
(g) Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition +Identification+Repro-
duction) wa~ superior to Level 1-3 (Matching + Re¢"dg--
iliti.on +Identification). 
(h) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) was 
superior to Level. 1-5 (Ma.tching+Recognition +Identi ... 
fication +Reproduction +Habituation) at the five per 
cent level of confidence only .. 
Thus, the significance of the findings on the Levels-of-
Master,r as they affect the immediate recall of spelling appears to 
indicate that, except for Level 1-5, the higher the· level the better 
is the learning, at least as far as the immediate recal.l of spelling 
is concerned. The pattern of learning, from the most important to 
the least important, appears to be as follows: 
(1) Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition+ Identification+ Repro-
duction), 
( 2) Level 1-3 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification), 
' 
(3) Level 1-5 (Matching+Recognition +Identification+Repro-
duction +Habituation), 
and (4) Level 1 (Matching) and Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recognition), 
which appear about equal to each other. 
Such conclusions give rise to two questions: Why is not Level 
l-5, the highest Level~of-Mastery, first in importance? Why is not 
Level 1-2, which is a bigher level than Level 1, superior to Level 1? 
In response to the first question, it would appear that 
Level 1-5was not in fact tested on immediate recall of spelling. 
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Usage, which was taught and practiced, was omitted in the testing .. 73 
In response to the second question, one may only tentatively 
assume that Level 1-2 may not have been properly constructed or that 
there is little practical difference between the two separate levels. 
These questions should be further'investigated before another 
stu.dy of Levels-of-Mastery using the same materials is undertaken. 
2.. The Levels-of-Mastery as they affect the delayed recall of 
spelling for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated that: -
{a) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) was 
better than Level l (Matching) , 
{b) Level: l-4 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification + 
Reproduction) was better than Levell (Matching) .. 
(c) Levell-5 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification+ 
Reproduction+Habituation) was superior to Levell 
(Matc~g). 
(d). Level l-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) was 
better than Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) • 
(e) Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition + Iden tifica ti.on + 
Reproduction) was superior to Level 1-2 (Matching + 
Recognition). 
(f') Leval 1-5 (Matching..JRecognition +Identification+ 
Reproduction+ Habituation) was better than Level 1-2 
(Matching +Recognition). 
(g) Level l-4 (Matching+Recognition +Identification+ 
Reproduct~) was superior to Level l-3 (Matching+ 
Recognition,~Identification). 
(h) Level l-5· (Matching+Recognition +Identification+ 
Reproduction +Habituation) was better than Level 
1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) .. 
From the above the following pattern as to the importance 
of the five Levels in delayed recall emerges: 
(l) Level 1-4 (Matching+Recognition +Identification+ 
Reproduction) and Level l-5 (Matching +Recognition+ 
Identi:fica~ion +Reproduction +Habituation) appear to 
be of equal value in retention of spelling, 
(2) Level 1-3 (Matching+ Recognition +Identification) is of 
less importance, 
and (3) Level 1 (Matching) and Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recognition) 
appear of approximately equal value and least important. 
Comparing the effects of Levels-of-Mastery on immediate versus 
del~ed recall of spelling, one notable difference in the patterns 
appears evident. Level 1-.5 (Matching +Recognition +Identification+ 
Reproduction+ Habituation) moved from a third position of importance 
on immediate recall to share the first position with Level 1-4 (Match-
ing+Recognition +Identification+Reproduction) on delayed recall, in-
, , 
dicating, perhaps, that Habituation in usage (Level 1-5) has had a 
most important· effect on recall and substantiates the hypothesis 
that testing at Level 1-5 should be made more adequate. 
Notable, too, is the seeming unimportance of the difference 
between Level 2 (Matching) and Level 1-2 (Matching+ Recognition) both 
on immediate and on del~ed recall, confirming the conclusion that 
further investigation of these two levels is needed. 
3. The Levels-of-Mastery as they affect the immediate and delayed 
recall of word meanings for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated 
tEat: -- . 
(a) Level 1-3 (Matching+ .Re_cugi.d.ti:bn. +Identification) was 
better than Levell (Matching). 
(b) Level 1-4 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification+ Repro-
duction is superior to Level 1 (Matching). 
(c) Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification+ :Repro-
duction+ Habituation) was better than Level 1 (Matching). 
(d) Level 1-3 (Matching+Eecognition+Identification) was 
superior to Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition). 
(e) Level 1-4 (Matching+ Recognition+Identification+ Repro-
duction) was better than Level 1-2 (Matching +Recogni-
tion). 
(f) Level 1-5 (Matching+'Recognition+Identification+ Repro-
duction+ ~abituation) was superior to Levell-2 
(Matching +Recognition). 
(g) Level 1-4 (Matching +Recognition +Identification+ Repro ... 
duction) was better than Level 1-3 (Matching + Recogni-
tion+ Identification)" 
(h) Levell-5 (ll!atching +Recognition +Identification +Repro-
duction+Habituation) was superior to Leve11 ... 3 
(Matching +Recognition +Identification). 
Consolidation of t.he above informa ti.on into a pattern reveals 
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the follow:i.ng sequence of importance of the Levels-of-Mastery as they 
affect the immediate and delayed recall of word meanings: 
(1) Level 1-4 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identification+ Repro-
duction) and Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition +Identi-
fication+ Reproduction +Habituation) appear of equal. 
value and share the first position of importance, 
(2) Level 1-3 (Matching +Recognition +Identification) is 
second in importance to Levels 1-4 and 1-5~ 
and (3) Level 1 (Matching) and Levell-2 (Matching+ Recognition) 
are of equal value but are of least importance in 
learning word meanings. -
Thus, on both immediate and delayed recall of word meanings 
the pattern is the same. Each indicates lack of testing of what was 
taught at Levell-5, and each reveals the negligible difference be-
tween Levels 1 and 1-2. 
Although the learning of spellings and the learning of word 
meanings are not comparable since spelling is mechanical in nature 
and appears to need a lesser degree of intelligence than the learning 
of word meanings, Level 1-5 shares equally with Level 1-4 in all 
measurements except that on the immediate recall of spelling, thus 
interrupting a highly significant pattern of the order of importance 
of the five Levels-of-Mastery. If Level 1-5 had been adequately 
tested, would it have advanced ahead of Level 1-4? 
4.. The effect of each Level-of -Mastery on imm.edia te versus deley-ed 
recall of spelling for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated that: 
(a) Level 1 (Matching) showed the greatest loss on 
delayed recall .. 
(b) Level 1-2 (Matching+Recognitioh) and Level 1-3 (Match-
ing+ Recognition+ Identification) showed borderline 
loss at the five per cent level of confidence .. 
(c) Level 1-4 (Matching+Recognition +Identification+Repro-
duction) and Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recognition+ Identi-
fication+ Reproduction+ Habituation) showed no signifi-
cant loss., 
These observations appear to substantiate the conclusions 
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on the separate analyses of immediate and delayed recall of spelling~ 
namely, that the higher the Level-of-Mastery the less is the loss on 
recall. Such a conclusion, if confirmed by future studies, may be 
of inestimable value in learning and habituation in usage of spelling 
and word meanings .. 
5.. The effect of each Level-of-Mastery on immediate versus delayed 
recall of word meanings for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated 
that: --
(a). Level 1 (Matching) and Level 1-5 (Matching+ Recogni-
tion+ Identification+ Reproduction +Habituation) showed 
significant loss at the one per cent level of confi-
dence on delayed recall. 
(b) Level 1-2 (Matching -+Recognition) and Level 1-3 (Match-
ing+ Recognition+ Identification) showed no significant 
loss on delayed recall .. 
(c) Level 1-4 (Matching+Recognition +Identification+ Jj.epro-
duction) showed a loss at the two per ce~t level of con-
fidence .. 
Thus, for word meanings, the least loss on delayed recall is 
met at Level 1-2 (Matching +Recognition) and at Level 1-3 (Matching+ 
Recognition+Identification), followed by Level 1-4 (Matching+ Reeog-
nition +Identification+ Reproduction)., 
In comparison with the separate analyses of immediate and de-
layed recall of word meanings where the pattern of 1-4, 1-5 was of 
greatest importance to delayed recall, followed by 1-3, and then bY 
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1-2 and 1, the change in the pattern is of note. The contrast fol- " 
lows, ranked frGm the least to the most loss. 
Separate Analyses 
Levels 1-4.; 1-5 
Level 1-3 
Levels 1-2; 1 
Imm.edia te ~.. Delayed 
Levels 1-2; l-3 
Level 1-4 
Levels l-5; 1 
What has caused the change? Is it due to unlmown operative 
factors? A future study should reveal further data for evaJ.uati.on. 
One hypothesis might be that novelty is an important conditioner i.n 
the learning of the more rote tasks such as spelling. 
II. CONCLUSIONS ON THE EFFECT OF R>SITION ON IMMEDIATE AND 
DELAYED RECALL OF SPELLING AND WORD MEANINGS 
1.. The effect of Positions 1 to 5 on immediate recall of spelling 
for Classrooms 1 to V, Combined, indicated that: -
(a) Position 1 was superior to Position 3, 
(b) Position 1 was very superior to Position 5, 
(c) Position 2 was superior to Position 3, 
(d) Position 2 was very superior to Position 5, 
(e) Position 3 was superior to Position 4 at the two per 
cent level of confidence, 
(f) Position 3 was quite superior to Position 5, 
(g) Position 4 was very superior to Positi.on 5, 
and (h) Position 5 was poorest of all. 
The pattern of importance of position as it affects immed-
iate recall of spelling appears as follows: 
(1) Positions 1, 2, and 4 appear to be of equal importanc~ 
and contribute most to immediate recall, 
(2) Position 3 contributes less to immediate recall, 
and (3) Position 5 contributes least to immediate recalle 
From such an analysis, it would appear that what was studied 
last had the least importance on immediate recall, an unusual pattern 
to say the least. An explanation of this situation may lie in the 
fact that owing to school holidays the teaching schedule had to be 
speeded up. Though the fifteen-minute time allotment per day for 
each lesson was maintained, the lessons at the fifth position had to 
be doubled in many instances. 
2$ The effects of Positions 1 to 4 (Position 5 appearing only on 
immediate recall) on the delayed recall of spelling for Class-
rooms I to v, Combined, indicated that:: -
(a) Position 1 and Position 2 were not significantly 
different, 
(b) Position 1 was much superior to Position 3, 
(c) Position 2 was superior to Position 3, 
and (d) Position 4 was much better than Position 3. 
The position pattern on delayed recall of spelling appears to 
favor Position 1 as most desirable, followed closely by Positions 2 
and 4. Position 3 is the least desirablee 
In sUliiiilary, the relative position in which groups of words 
are learned affects both immediate and del~ed recall of spelling. 
However, the last position is not necessarily the position ensuring 
most complete recall as the first position in the teaching or learn-
ing procedure appears to be the best remembered according to the 
statistics. It would be dif.ficul t to ascribe a cause .for this 
phenomenon, though the newness of the method may have been a contri-
buting and highly motivating factor. 
3. The effects of ~ositions 1 to 5 on the immediate recall of word 
meanings for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated that: -
(a) Position 1 is much better than Position 5~ 
(b) Position 2 is preferable to Position 5, 
(c) Position 3 is superior to Position 5, 
and (d) Position 4 is very definitely superior to Position 5. 
In conclusion, then, as !ar as position affects the immediate 
recall of word meanings, Positions 1 to 4 appear approximately equal~ 
with Position 5 the least desirable of all positions. 
4. The effects of Positions 1 to 4 on the delayed recall of word 
meanings for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated tEat:---
(a) Position 1 is not significant, 
(b) Position 2 is not significant, 
(c) Position 3 is highly significant and preferable to 
Position 2, 
and (d) Position 4 is as preferable as Position 3 and much 
better than Position 2. 
Consequently, it would appear that on delayed recall of word 
meanings the nearer the position is to the final testing the better. 
Comparing the conclusions on immediate and delayed recall of 
word meanings it would appear that except for Position 5, position 
makes little difference on immediate recall but that position is of 
considerable importance on delayed r~call. That Position 5 appears 
undesirable may be the result of the speed-up factor previously 
noted., 
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5. The effect of each Position 1 to 4 an immediate versus delayed 
recall of spelling for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indicated 
that: -
(a) All positions favor immediate recall over delayed 
recall, registering significant losses at the one 
per cent level on delayed recall. 
(b) The greatest losses on delayed recall are met at Posi-
tions 3 and 1 respectively. 
(c) The least loss on delayed recall is at Position 4. 
6. The effe~t of each Position 1 to 4 on i~diate versus delayed 
recall of word meanings for Classrooms I to V, Combined, indi-
cated tiiat:-
(a) All positions show significant losses on delayed 
recall. 
(b) The least loss is met at Position 3, where the loss 
was significant at only the five per cent level of 
confidence, thus supporting the importance of Posi-
tion 3 in retention of word meanings. 
Two other conclusions should be noted, as follows: 
(1) The chi square of .113 on the five comparable word sets 
of fifteen words each showed that chance factors were 
almost entirely eliminated in making up the sets. 
The Standard Deviations and Standard Errors of the 
Means further confirm this fact by being consistently 
small and narrow in r~ge as table after table indi-
cates in Chapter IV, in comparisons in the study. 
(2) The critical ratios between the Means, especially on 
Levels-of-Mastery, are strong and very positive, 
with many ranging .from 3.000 to 9.681, emphasizing 
the increasing importance of the higher Levels-of-
Mastery. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
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,A. That, for comparison, a duplicate study be made after 
providing for improved testing at Level 1-5 (Matching+ 
Recognition+ Identification +Reproduction +Habituation), 
revamping Level 1-2, if necessary, and avoiding inter-
£erence of school holidays. 
B.. That similar studies, using matched groups of low and 
high ability, be conducted for comparison with the 
present study. 
c. That an independent study ef each Level-of-Mastery be 
made and compared, with equal practice time carefully 
controlled. By such equal practice time control is 
meant that each Level be taught for a length of time 
equal to the time allotted to each of the other 
Levels. In the present study this was not done., 
De That, after further refinements are made and the con-
clusions substantiated, studies on the effects of 
Levels-of-Mastery be initiated in other subject matter 
areas, such as the sciences and foreign language., 
E. That a definitive teaching program be set up eventually, 
employing the Levels-of-Mastery technique for the 
learning and habituation in usage of spelling and word 
meanings .. 
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APPENDIX A 
0 
Ie THE WORD SCREENING TEST FOR SJ;lELLINGS * 
Directions: 1. Write your name, date, classroom, and teacher•s 
name in the space provided• 
2. Write the words as the teacher dictates them to 
you. 
Name: Teacher: 
--------
Date: ___ _ Clasea __ _ 
1. _______ _ 40. 70. 
------------- -------------
2. ______________ _ 41·----------~~--=--7~·~~--------------
and eo forth to 110 words. 
* The teacher dictates the one hundred and ten words in the 
pretest. The words appear under Section III of this appendix (A). 
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II. WORD SCREENING TEST FOR lw.NINGS 
Directions: 1. Write on the answer sheet o~. Please do not write 
~~b~ -
2. :Write name and date in spaces on the answer sheet. 
3., On test, study each vocabulary word and the five (5) choices of meaning. 
4. Choose the number of the word closest in meaning 
to the vocabulary word. 
5. _Qn the answer sheet, block out the space below the 
number of your choice. 
1. -auk 
l. wild 
shouting 
2. water 
plant 
3. diving 
bird 
2. ·awl: an instrument used for 
4. simple 
duck 
1. digging 2. making 3. measuring 4 •. making 
small holes depth bagpipes 
3. blench 
1 •. shrink 2 •. grow 3 • .faint 4. stem flow 
back pale of blood 
4. calx 
1-- flower 2. I!esidue 3. peak 4. bottom 
5 • . cate 
1. delicious 2. girl's 3. dance 4. game 
food coat. 
6. cheep 
1. inexpen- 2. mean 3. squeak 4. make of 
sive person faintly car 
7 •. creel. 
l. night 2. cooky 3. fish 4. .disliked 
crawler jar basket person 
a. dour 
1. cruel ·2. ,pleasant 3. bright 4. sad 
9. furze 
1. i'uzz on 2. ferns 3. ,furs 4. spiny 
a head shrub 
5. goose 
5. measuring 
height 
5. dye 
5 • . coaxing 
5 • . delicate 
stitching 
5. cheat at 
cards 
5. -fishing 
tackle 
5. sullen 
5. first on 
a list 
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10. helve 
1. split 2. axe 3. motherts 4. a hal ... 
handle helper ving 
n. jape 
1. joke 2. Japan 3. .fake 4. playmate 
12. luff 
1. laugh 2. love .3. steer 4. run with 
into the wind the wind behind 
13. leach 
le small 2. leech 3. small 4. small 
£ish theft dog 
14. mulct 
1. give aid 2. steal 3 • . fine un- 4e cause 
to just]3' disas.ter 
15. nonce 
1. time pas~~2. marriage 3. announce- 4. present 
16. oa£ 
1. homeless 
person 
17. pule 
1. be sick 
18. reave 
1. break 
19. ruffed 
1 •. having a 
frill 
20. scarp 
1. a silk 
scarf 
21 •. shent 
1. ruined 
22. shirr 
1. ·avoid 
2. .dumb 
per-st?n. 
2. yell 
2. capture 
2. very 
angry 
2. fresh-
water . .fish 
2. anger 
2. boil 
eggs 
ment 
3. bright 
person 
3. grow pale 
.3. pay 
3., looking 
for a fight 
.3. steep 
slope 
.3. .shredded 
time 
4. happy 
person 
4 •. smell 
4. rob 
4. cruel. 
4 •. sharp 
knife 
4. broken 
.3. cream in 4. poach 
mixer eggs in butter 
5. narrow 
box 
5. jumper 
5. clean a 
boat 
5. coachman 
5. disobey 
a law 
5 • .future 
time 
5. cry-
baby 
5 • . whimper 
5 • seal 
5·. sil:cy' 
'· jagged 
scar 
5. praised 
5. break into 
bits 
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23. scruff 
1. woman's 2. nape of 3. scar 4. mixed 5. .free-for-
neckpie.ce the neck up mess all fight 
24. swart 
1., o£ evil 2., of light 3. swanky 4. foul- 5. of dark 
purpose complexion tempered complexion 
25. thews 
1. a body 2. might 3 • . power 4 •. body 5. body 
weakness weight strength 
26. tote 
1. add up 2. carry 3. learn by 4. .poke 5 • . vote 
supplies heart around 
27. tun 
1. a heavy 2. a large 3. a large 4. a dull 5 • . a small 
weight cask fish color vat 
28. tweak 
1. sing for 2. make loud 3. squeak 4. pinch 5. whistle 
one's supper noises and twist 
29. wraith 
1., ghost 2 •. grav.e 3. thin 4. enemy 5. living 
robber person person 
30. wright 
1. builder 2. giver 3. destroyer 4. seller 5. buyer 
31. aspic 
1., fruit or 2. citrus 3. household 4. social 5. salad 
meat jelly fruit cleaner gathering dx"e·ssing 
32. barrage 
le camouf'lage2. bullet .3. concen- 4. .cease- 5. bar 
ridden object trated fire fire order pole 
33. cabal 
1. social 2. £ami~ 3. cable 4. meeting 5 • . eon-
gathering argument between enemies spiracy 
34. demise 
1 •. kingdom 2. death 3. king's 4. birth 5. des-
reign truction 
35. depraved 
4, wicked ' -
0 1. :unshaven 2. weirdl 3. -l!loral 5 • .for-gotten 
no 
.j 
0 36. diction 
1. die.,. 2. dictionary 3.. speech 4. die- 5. frierxl~ 
tation tator r s order· talk 
37 • .facile 
1. easy- 2. fossil- 3. force- 4. for- 5, difficult 
to-do like ful. tunate 
38. finite 
l. boundless 2 • .finished 3. beginning 4. J.jmited 5. fine 
39. heinous 
l. i'riendq 2. humorous 3. stupid 4. helpful 5 • .hateful 
40. helot 
l. peasant 2. citizen 
-3. soldier 4. aristocrat 5. slave 
41. pariah 
1. friend~ 2. social 3. social 4. parish 5. doer ,.o£ 
person outcast butter£]¥ good deeds 
42. inverse 
l. following 2. _poetic 3. out of 4. in op- 5. limited 
in order in form order posite order 
43. jaundice 
1. prejudice 2. clarify 3. throw 4. frighten 5 • . make 
against out ill 
44. lading 
l. payment 2. ladle 3. weight 4. work 5. cargo 
45. leprous 
l. rough 2 •. set apart 3. unclean 4. welcome 5. happy 
46. lubber 
l. lovable 2. awkward 3. dea1er 4. worker 5. weak 
person person in rubber in rubber person 
47. mislead. 
l. help 2. harm 3. hate 4 •. cheat 5. frighten 
48. mundane 
l. worJ.dly 2. ki~ 3. spirited 4. pleasant 5. envious 
49. opine 
4. detest 5. l •. guess 2. fear 3. .distrust think 
~ 
0 
I 
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50. owle 
1. plant 2. convex 3. plant 4. an egg· 5. plant. 
stem molding seed leaf 
51. pinnate 
1. pointed 2. narrow 3. pin- 4 •. feather.,. 5. slim 
like shaped 
52. piquant 
1. tart- 2. having 3. peeking 4. sweet 5 • . dis., 
tasting muscles tasting turbing 
53. recant 
1. .retell 2. remember 3. be .firm 4. praise 5. deny 
54. .rostrum 
1. roll- 2 •. pulpit 3. list of 4. roster 5·. booster 
call names 
55 • . statist 
1. natur- 2. poli ... 3. statis- 4. talker 5. nation-
a list tician tician a list 
56. stellar 
1. star ... 2. s~ 3. uniJn ... .4. clever 5. limited 
lik~ portant 
57 •. tersely 
1. wordily 2. frankly 3. ·mis- 4. brief:Qr 5. poet:Ucally 
stated stated quoted stated stated 
58. trivet 
1. veteran 2. three-leg- 3. pivot 4. a kind 5. ornament 
of three wars ged stani· of hedge. 
59. .virile 
1. hearty 2. vicious 3. inactive 4. graceful 5. masculine. 
6o. zealot 
1. fanatical 2 •. active 3. eager 4 •. change- 5. teacher 
person person per .son ling 
61. abrogate 
1. hate 2. cancel 3. gather 4 •. agree 5. make lasting 
0 
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62. choleric 
1. calorie 2. clever 3. hot- 4. vague 5. unfair 
tempered in form 
63. clandestine 
l. open 2. with the 3. frien.dJ3 4. bother- 5. secret 
crowd by nature some 
64. derelict 
l. unfaith- 2. clever 3. agree• 4. trouble- 5 • .for-
.ful able some given 
65. expiate 
1. die for 2. feel sorr.y 3. please 4. atone for 5. excuse 
a cause for another constant:cy- a sin 
66. fathomless 
1. de- 2. proven 3. UDl1lea- 4. far- 5. hopeless 
termine surable reaching 
67. hostelry 
1. hostility 2. inn 3. cafe- 4. home 5. camp 
teria 
68. illusive 
1. dis- 2. s:cy- 3. puzzling 4. hopeful 5. unrea1 
appearing 
69. increment 
l. increase 2. annex 3. profit 4. extent 5. expanse 
70. indigent 
1. lazy 2. angry 3. excited 4. poor 5. native 
71. lexicon 
l. reader 2. diction- 3 •. refer- 4. index 5. novel 
ary ence 
72. licentious 
1. allow- 2. licensed 3. having 4. given 5. wanton 
able lice 
73. malevolent 
1. kind:cy- 2. devilish 3. spiteful 4. gossipy 5. gay 
74. nonchalance 
1. jaunty 2. play 3. forced 4. zeal 5. grim pur ... 
indifference gaiety posefulness 
0 
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75. nutritious 
1. eatable 2. vital 3. hungry 4. nour .... 
'· un-ishing healtq 
76. opulence 
1. stature 2. generosity 3. savings 4. glamour 5 • . wealth 
77• oscillate ~· 1. kiss 2. swing .3. desire 4. lift up 5. go up 
back and forth badly one ts spirit and down 
78. penitence 
l. dii'- 2. gloom .3. re .. 4. sadness s. .guilt 
ference pentance 
19. perfidy 
1. treachery 2. deceit .3 •. meanness 4. offense 5. greed 
eo. receptive 
4. able to 1. willing 2 •. un- 3. box-lille S. mentally 
but dumb feeling take in menta~ inactive 
81. regimen 
l. troop 2 •. happy 3. plan 4. unplanned S. system-
living of atifack living atized living 
82. recumbent 
1. sleeping 2. lying down 3. relaxed 4. active 5. dead 
83. sedulous 
l. indus ... 2. careless 3. indif- 4. motion- 5. sloppy 
triou5 ferent less 
84. sententious 
1. lengthy 2. sharp 3. easy 4. bright 5. short 
85. stigmatize 
l. deny- 2. inflict 3• brand as 4. point out 5. encourage 
wounds UIIW'ortby as wrong 
86. titular 
1. unnamed 2. in top- .3. in perma- 4. in name S. -inferior 
notch condition nent control o~ 
87. unblemished 
1. dirty 2. spotless 3. imperfect 4. unfit 5. unfriendly 
0 
0 
88e usury 
1. unlawful 2. goverment 3. extra 
interest rate loan penalty 
89. venerate 
4. accept-
ance '· high price 
1. speak 2. grow old .3. make 4. praise 5. revere 
evil of healt~ 
90. witticism 
1. anec- 2. wild tale .3. clever 
dote sa~ag, 
91. affij.iation 
1. friend- 2. children 
liness 
92. biennial 
3. asso-
ciation 
4. pleasant 
conversation 
5. hoax 
4. affliction 5. afa 
faction 
2. occurring 3. occurring 4. occurring 5. occurring 
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,· 
1. once in 
awhile yearly every century twice yearly every two· years 
93. deleterious 
1. hurtful 2 .. danger- 3. friendly 
ous 
94. effrontery 
1. distaste 2. regret 3. in-
difference 
95. elucidate 
1. qualify 2. clear up 3e allude to 
96. graphically 
1. descrip- 2. happily 3. factual.l.,y 
tive]¥ 
97. gratuitous 
1. with a fee2. paid ahead 3. free]¥ 
charged of time given 
98. habituate 
1. inhabit 2. regulate 3. perform 
99. indiscr:ilninate 
1. with 2. without 3. hopeful 
choice pattern 
4. unwanted 
4. boldness 
4. favor 
4. monoton ... 
ous]¥ 
4. gradual 
5. un ... 
necessary 
5. dis"" 
regard 
'· 
answer 
5. force .... 
ful:cy-
5 • . earned 
by work 
4. befriend 5. accustom 
4. without 
freedom 
5. with 
purpose 
100. ingenuous 
l. clever 2. tricky' 3. pretty 4. honest 5. simple 
101. leniency 
I. mercy 2. wiil.ing ... 
ness 
3. encourage- 4. allowance 5. softness 
ment 
102. mediocre 
1. similar 2. different 3. casual 4. ordinary 5. medical 
103. approbrious 
1. oppress- 2. scornful 3. calm 
iva 
104. panegyric 
1. blame- 2. aloof... 3. mighti ... 
lessness ness ness 
4. excited 
4. exciting 
debate, 
5 • .fear.ful 
5. praising 
speech 
105. panacea 
1. help 2. pacifier 3. cure-all 4. popularity 5. em 
106. preventable 
1. annoying 2. neglectful 3. prevalent U.. avoidable 5. careless 
107. reciprocity 
1. equal in- 2. agreement 3. equal dis- 4. s.ocial .5. misunder-
standing terchange tribution approval 
108. similitude 
1. evenness 2. false 
a,ppearance 
109. terminology 
1. end 2. special 
terms 
110. unequivocal 
1. having 2. o.ff-base 
many meanings 
3. op- 4. likeness 5. separation 
portllllity 
3. beginning 4. similar 
substance 
5. correct 
form 
3. clear in 4. wandering 5. indefinite 
.meaning in meaning 
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m. THE ANMR KEY Fe& THE SPELLINGS AND MEANINGS OF THE WORDS 
IN THE SCREENING TESTS 
l.·auk 
2. awl 
Word 
-
3. blench 
4. calx 
5. cate 
6. cheep 
le creel 
a. dour 
9. furze 
10. helve 
11. jape 
12. luff 
13. loach 
14. mulct 
J$. nonce 
16. 0~ 
17e pule 
18. reave 
19. ruffed 
20. scarp 
21. shent 
22. shirr 
2.3. scruff 
24. swart 
25. thews 
26. tote 
27. tun 
28. tweak 
29. wraith 
30. wright 
31. aspic 
32. barrage 
33. cabal 34. demise 
35. depraved 
36. diction 
37. facile 
38• :finite 
39. heinous 
40. helot 
Meaning 
diving bird 
instrument for making 
small holes 
shrink back 
residue 
delicious food 
squeak faintly 
fish basket 
sullen 
spil'll' shrub 
axe handle 
joke 
steer into the wind 
small fish 
fine unjustly 
preBent time 
a dumb person 
whimper 
rob 
having a frill 
steep slope 
r~d 
poach eggs in butter 
nape of the neck 
of dark complexion 
body strength 
carry supplies 
a large cask 
pinch and twist 
gh<llst 
builder 
fruit or meat je~ 
concentrated i'ire 
conspiracy 
death 
wicked 
speech 
easy-to-do 
limited 
hateful 
slave 
No. 
-
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
5 
4 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1..4 
2 
5 
4 
1 
3 
1 
4 
2 
s 
5 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
2 
4 
3 
1 
4 
5 
5 
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c 
41. pariah social outcast 2 
42. inverse in opposite order 4 43. jaundice prejudice against 1 
!&4. lading cargo s hS. leprous unclean 3 
46. lubber awkward person 2 
47. mislead cheat 4 
48. mundane wor~ 1 
49. opine think 5 
so. owle plant seed 3 
51. pinnate feather-shaped 4 
52. piquant tart-tasting l 
53 recant de:ey 5 
54. rostrum pulpit 2 
55. statist statistician 3 
56. stellar star-like 1 
51. tersely briefly stated 4 
sa. trivet three-legged stand 2 
59. virile masculine 5 
6o. zealot fanatical person 1 
61. abrogate cancel 2 
62 •. choleric hot-tempered 3 
63. clandestine secret 5· 
64. derelict unfaithful 1 
65. expiate atoDe £or a sin 4-
66. fathomless umneasurable 3 
67. hostelry inn 2 
68. illusive unreal 5 
69. increment increase 1 
70. indigent poor 4 
71. lexicon dictionary 2 
12. licentious wanton 5 
73. malevolent spiteful 3 
74. nonchalance jaunty indifference 1 
75. nutritious nourishing 4 
76. opulence wealth 5 
77. oscillate swing back and forth 2 
78. penitence repentance 3 
79. perfidy treachery 1 
80. receptive able to take in menta~ 4 
81. regimen systematized living 5 
82. recumbent lying down 2. 
83. sedulous industrious l 
84. sententious short 5 
as. stigmatize brand as unworthy 3 
86. titular in name only 4 
\ ~ 
0 
·87-. unblemished 
88. usury 
89. v.enerate 
99. witticism 
91. affiliation 
92. biennial 
93. deleterious 
94. effrontery 
95. elucidate 
96. graphically 
97 e gratuitous 
98. habituate 
99. indiscriminate 
100. ingenuous 
101. leniency 
102. mediocre 
103e Qpprobrious 
104. panegyric 
105. panacea 
106. preventable 
107. reciprocity 
108. similitude 
109. terminology 
no. unequivocal 
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spotless 2 
unlawful interest rate 1 
revere 5 
clever saying 3 
association 3 
occurring every two years 5 
hurtful 1 
boldness 4 
clear up 2 
descriptive~ 1 
free~ given 3 
accustom 5 
without pattern 2 
honest 4 
mercy l 
ordinary 4 
scornful 2 
pr.a~sing speech 5 
cure ... all ·3 
avoidable 4 
equal interchange 1 
likeness 4 
special terms 2 
clear in meaning 3 
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I. INDIVIDUAL CLI\SSROQM TEACHING PROCEDURES FOR GIASSRO.OMS I TO V 
Classroom I: 
Levels-~-Masterz (l, l-2, l-3, l-4, 1 ... 5) 
First Week naz Sets of Words (A, B, c, D, E) . 
- ~a Test nay: 
~ A.l Matching - A Set of words 
* 2 Al-t Test - Immediate Recall 
3 Bl Matching - B Set of words 
4 BJ.-2 Matching+Recognition 
* 
5 Bl-2-t Test - Immediate Recall 
Secom lveek 6 01 Matching - C Set of words 
7 C1-2 Matching~Recognition 
8 01-.'3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
* 
9 01-.3-t Test - Immediate Recall 
10 D~ Matching - D Set of words 
Third Week 11 DJ.-2 Matching+Recognition 
- 12 DJ. ... .3 MatchiDg+Recognition+Identification 
13 D1-4 Matcbing+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction 
*14 DJ.-4=t T~st - Immediate Recall 
15 El Matching -E'Set of words 
Fourth Week 16 Ell-~2 Matching+Recognition 
- 17 EJ.-~ Matching~Recognition+Identification J.8 El- Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction 
19 El-5 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction+Habituation _ 
* 20 Master,y Tests - A to E Sets of words 
Classroom II: 
First Week ~ Bl Matching -- B Set of words 
- 2 B1-2 Matching+Recognition 
3 Bl-3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
*l:!- BJ.-3-t Test - Immediate Recall 5 crl. Matching - C Set of words 
Second Week 6 C1-2 Matcbing+Recognition 
- 7 Ci-3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
8 01-4 Matching+Recognition+Idemtification 
+Reproduction 
* 9 01-4-t Test - Immediate Recall. 10 Dl, Matching - D Set of words 
<'7" 
Third Week 
-
11 
12 
13 
l4 
*l.S 
16 
* l7 18 
19 
*'20 
Classroom III: 
First Week 
-
Secol:d Week 
-
Third Week 
-
Fourth Week 
-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
*6 
7 
*8 
9 
10 
*n 
12 
JJ 
14 
*15 
16 
17 
l8 
'19 
*20 
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Matehin~Recognition 
Matehing+Recognition+Identifieation 
Matching+Recognition+Identifieation 
+Reproduction 
Dl-5 Matehing+Recognition+Identification 
, +Reproduction+Babituation 
~·5-t Test - Immediate Recall 
E1. Matching - E Set of words 
El.-t Test - Immediate Recall 
A1 Matching - A Set of words 
A1-2 ~te~+Recognition 
Mastery Tests -: Jil.. toE Sets of words 
C1 
Ca.-2 
e-l-3 
Ci-4 
Cl-5 
01-5-t 
DJ. 
DJ. ... t 
E]. 
E!-2 
El-2-t 
A'i 
Al-2 
.ll-3 
AleeJ ... t 
Matehing .. 0 Set of words; 
Matehing+Recegnition 
Matc~•Recognition+Identification 
Matching+Recognition~Identifieation 
+Reprod~ction . . 
Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduetion+Babituation 
Test ... Immediate R~call 
Matchillg - D Set o£ words 
Test ... Immediate Recall 
Matching ... E Set of words 
Matching+Recognition 
Test - Immediate Recall 
Matching .. .A\ Set of words 
Matching+Recognition 
Matching~Recognition+Identi:t:ication 
Test ... Immediate RecaU. 
Matching - B Set of words 
Matching+Recognition 
Matcbing+Recognition+Identification 
Matcbing+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction 
Mastery T~sts - A to E Sets o£ words; 
'•' 
f02 
Classroom IVt 
tevels-:!!-Haste& (1, 1 ... 2:, l-3';, 1-4, 1-S) 
Firat Week Day ~ ~ words a; B, c, D1 E) ... 
- !;! :II l!!! Day -
1 D]. Matching - D Set of words 
2 DJ.-2 Matching•Recognition 
*3 DJ.-2-t Test ~ ~ediate Recall 4 ~ Matching • E Set of words s E1 .... 2 Matching+Recognition 
Second Week 6 EJ.-3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
- *1 El-.3-t Test - Immediate Recall 
8 A1 Matching -A Set of words 
9 A1 ... 2 Matching+Reeognition 
lO AJ.-3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
Third Week 11 A1 ... 4 Matching+R~cognition+Identification 
- +Reproduetion . 
*12 A1.4 .. t Test ~ Immediat~ Recall 
1.3 B1 Matching ... B Set of words 
14 BJ. ... 2 Matching+~cognition 
15 B1 ... 3 Matcbing+~cognition+Identitication 
Fourth Week 16 Bl-4 MatchiDg+Recognition+Identification 
- +Reproduction 
l.7 B.l.-5 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction+Habituation 
* 18 Bl-5-t Test - Immediate Recall 
19 c1 Matching - C Set of words 
* 20 Master,y Tests - A to E Sets of words 
Classroom "V: 
First Week 1 El Matching - E Set of words 
- 2 E1-2 Matching+Recognition 
.3 EJ.-3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 4 ~-4 Matching+Recognition+Identification +Reproduction 
* 
s E1-4eet Test - Immediate Recall 
Second Week 6 A1 Matching - A Set of words 
- 7 A1-2 Matching+Recognition 
' 
8 Al-.3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
9 Al-4 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction .. 
lO Al-S Matching+Recognition+Identification +Reproductio~Habituation 
. 
Third Week 
----
Fourth Week ......_ __ _ 
*11 
12 
* 13 
14 
15 
* 16 
17 
18 
19 
* 20 
Isve1s-of-Mastexz (11 l-2, l-3, 1-4, 1·S) 
Sets of11ords (A, B, c, D, E) ~ 
!!·~Day-
Test - Immediate Recall 
Matching - B Set of words 
~est - Immediate Recall 
Matching - G Set of words 
Matcbing+Recognition 
Cl-2-t Test - Immediate Recall 
~ Matching - D Bet of words 
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Dl-2 Matching+Recogniti0n 
D1-3 Matching+Recognition+Identification 
Mastery Tests ~A toE Sets of words 
II. THE FIVE C().1PARA.BIE WORD SETS A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 WITH MEANINGS 
1. A. Set: 
--
Word 
-
1 • ..shirr 
2. shent 
3. luff 
4. reave 
!1. a'llk 
6. stellar 
7• sedulous 
B. virile 
9~. cabal 
10. increment 
n. expiate 
12. ovule 
13. terminology 
14. lexicon 
l$ •. choleric 
~ B Set: 
--
l. mulct 
2. jape 
3. cheep 
4. nonce 
;. tun 
6. deleterious 
7 .• unequi.vocal 
a. biennial 
9. ·Uf3U%'7 
J.O. aspic 
11. opulence 
12. titular 
1.3. rostrum 14; stat:ilit 
lS. terse~ 
Meaning 
poach in butter 
ruined 
steer into wind 
rob 
diving bird 
star-like 
industrious: 
masculine 
conspiracy 
increase 
atone for a sin· 
plant seed 
special. terms. 
dictionary 
hot-tempered 
.fine unjust~ 
jQke 
sqpeak faint:cy-
present time 
a large cask 
hurtful. 
clear in meaning 
occurrimg every two years 
unlawi'ul interest rate 
fruit or meat je~ 
wealth 
in name onq 
pul.pit 
statistician 
briefq stated 
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3. C Set: 
--
1. :wraith 
2. blench 
.3. ruffed 
4. tweak 
S. awl 
6. licentious 
1 .. panegyric 
a. -reciprocity 
9. regimen 
10. similitude 
11. perficy 
12 .. trivet 
13. ,finite 
14. demise 
lS. ,barrage 
4. D Set: 
--
1. creel 
2. scarp 
.3. helve 
4. scru:t:f 
S. wright 
6. sententious 
7. hostelry 
8. helot 
9. derelict 
10. stigmatize 
11. recumbent 
12. receptive 
13. zealot 
14. elucidate 
1$. indigent 
S. E Sett 
--
1. calx 
2. swart 
3. oa£ 
4. loach 
5. pule 
6. heinous 
1. mundane 
a. leniency 
9. illusive 
10. indiscriminate 
u. clandestine 
12. graphically 
13. fathomless 
1.4. habituate 
15. pariah 
ghost 
shrink back 
having a frill 
pinch and twist 
instrument for making small holes 
wanton 
praising speech 
equal interchange 
systematized living 
likeness 
treachery 
three-legged stand 
limited 
death 
concentrated fire 
£isbing basket 
steep slope 
axe handle 
nape of the neck 
builder 
short 
inn 
slave 
.faithless 
bral:ld as unworthy 
1,ying down 
able to ta~e in mental:cy 
fan~tical person 
clear up 
poor 
residue 
of dark complexion 
dumb person 
small fish 
whimper 
hateful 
worldl¥ 
mercy 
unreal 
without pattern 
secret 
descriptively 
Ul'llleasurable 
accustom 
social outcast 
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:tiie 'fHE GENERAL INFORMATION, TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS, AND PRACTICE EXER-
CISES FOR EACH WORD SET (A, B1 01 D, E) AT EACH OF THE FIVE LEVELS-OF-
MASTERY (1, 1·2~ 1-31 1-h, 1·5) 
A. level 1 .. Matching (.A:l1 B1, C11 DJ.1 EJ.): General Information 
and laacher Instructions . . 
. . ~ 
a. Parposet ~o discover whether pupils can match words 
shown by. flash-cards and pronounced by teacher to 
the same words in list form. 
b. Materials: Fl.ash.,cards, one for each word in a par-
ticular set, and practice exercises containing the 
fifteen words under stuccy- at Level J. .... Matching .. 
c. Timet Fifteen minutes 
. ~ 
2. Teacher Instructions 
The practice exercise is divided into two parts. 
a. Look §tid Circle: 
(1) Distribute ptactice exercises. 
(2) Tell the pupils that you will flash a word with 
~ ~ its meanillg am t~~ they are to circle as 
maey like word~~~~ '>~!tey can find on the ex-
ercise before them. 
(3) Then flash each word and give its meaning. Pause 
while the pupils look for aiJd circle the same 
word in the lists \Jei'ore them, and then con-
tinue through the fifteen flash-cards in aJV' 
order you choose.· 
(4) When finished, ask the pupils to hold up their 
~ ~ practice exercises for a quick check for ac-
curacy. · .. 
b. Listen and Underline: 
(1) Fupils keep practice exercises~ 
(2). Tell then that this time you will pronounce the 
word and give its meaning and that they are to 
firxl am underline the same word they hear and 
see in aey of the five lists of words. 
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(3) Then pronounce each word and give its meaning, 
pausing long enough after each word .for the 
pupils to do their work. 
(4) 'When finished, have pupils hold up practice ex-
ercises for a quick check of results. 
c. Collect and deatroy practice exercises. Keep the flash-
cards .for later use. 
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B. Level 1 - Matching: Practice Exercises for Matching Word 
Sets A1~ B11 01, D]., E1 
1. Practice Exercise for Matching the A Set o£·words (A.J) 
. 
Directions: Listen care£~ to the teacher's directions as to how to 
do the following exercise. 
lu££ virile sedulous auk terminology 
lexicon shirr stellar expiate ovule 
choleric increment shent cabal. stellar 
virile terminalo.gy luff reave sedulous 
shirr stellar cabal J.exicon auk 
shent sedulous terminology increment lui'£ 
reave lui'£ lexicon virile increment 
ovul.e choleric reave terminolog expiate 
cabal lexicon ovul.e stellar choleric 
auk expiate ~virile shirr lexicon 
increment reave choleric sedulous cabal 
stellar cabal expiate shent virile 
terminology shent auk ovule shirr 
expiate auk incre;wnt luff reave 
sedulous owle shirr choleric shant 
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2. Practice Exercise for Matching the B Set of Words (Bl) 
Directions:- Listen carefully to the teacher • s directions as to h~ ~ 
do the following exercise. 
mulct aspic tun tersely usury 
jape ·biennial unequivocal· st,atist aspic 
nonce cheep titular rostrum mulct 
tituJ.ar deleterious opulence cheep tun 
tun jape usur.v opulence bienrdal 
deleterious mulct terseJy ·jape statlL~ 
unequivocal nonce rostrum unequivocal tersely 
biennial opulence aspic deleterious cheep 
usury rostl'\llll mulct tun nonce 
aspic statist biezmial titular jape 
opulence 'terse]T deleterious nonce titular 
cheep titular jape usury deleterious 
rostrum tun statist mulct opulence 
statist unequivocal nonce aspic rostrum 
terse~ USU17 cheep biennial unequivocal 
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.3. Practice Exercise for Matching the C Set of Words (c1) · 
- " Directions: Listen care~ to the teacher's directions as to how to 
do the following exercise •. 
wraith regimen panegyric licentious demise 
blench barrage -aimilitude ruffed per£idy 
licentious demise tweak panegyric ruffed 
reciprocity wraith perfidy wraith awl 
regimen panegyric awl blench reciprocity 
ruffed tweak barrage finite licentious 
awl similitude trivet barrage trivet 
trivet blench demise regimen panegyric 
perfidT reciprocity finite similitude tweak 
tweak licentious ruffed awl wraith 
panegyric trivet blench demise similitude 
finite ruffed reciprocity perfidy barrage 
demise awl licentious trivet .finite 
barrage per.fidy regimen reciprocity blench 
similitude fitlite wraith tweak regimen 
,\". '. 
. 
' ..
- 1i1 
0 
4. Practice Exercise for Matching the D Set of Words (DJ.) 
Directions.: Listen careful~ to the teacher's directions as to how to 
do the following exercise. 
cree~ sententious derelict hostelry in:l.igent 
scarp ·stigmatize recumbent wright receptive 
helve hostelry indigent helot recumbent 
scruff derelict creel zealot elucidate 
wright elucidate receptive scarp zealot 
sententieus zealot helot stigmatize scruff 
hostelry receptive ek~oidate iDdigent wright 
heloj; recumbent hel.ve sententious creel 
derelict scruff zealot receptive derelict 
stigmatize scarp wright creel. hel.ot 
recumbent irxligent sententious helve hostelry 
receptive .creel. scruff elucidate scarp 
zeal.ot wright scarp derelict stigmatize 
el.ueidate helve hostelry recumbent sententious 
indigent hel.ot stigmatize scruff hel.ve 
; - 1:12 ·~ 
0 s. Practice 'Exercise for Matching the E Set of Words (EJ.) 
. 
' Directions: Listen caref~ to the teacherts directions as to how to 
do the following exercise. 
calx heinous graphicall:y pariah indiscr:iminate 
leniency illusive mundane clandestine swart 
oaf swart leach lenienc,- heinous 
pule mundane habituate calx illusive 
pariah .fathomless indiscriminate graphica~ habituate 
illusive clamestine oaf pule loacb 
habituate calx clandestine mundane fathomless 
heinous loach swart indiscriminate pariah 
graphical:cy" leniency fathomless swart calx 
clandestine pariah heinous illusive oaf 
loach oaf leniency habituate mundane 
mwxlane in:liscr:iminate ill.usi.ve fathomless pule 
swart habituate calx heinous grapbical.q 
fathomless grapbica~ pule loach leniency 
indiscriminate ~ule pariah oaf clandestine 
0 
0 
0 
Ce ~vel 1•2: - Matching+Recognition (Al-21 BJ.-2~ C1-21 DJ.-2., Ei-2): 
General Information and Teacher Instructions . 
1. General Information ( A1 ... 2~ B1 .. 2, 'h-21 Dl-2• E1 ... 2) 
a. Purposes: 
(1) 
(2) 
To discover whether pupils can recognize the fifteen 
words of the set under st~when the words are 
placed among words of similar elements and sounds. 
To discover whether pupils can match and recognize 
meanings to the correct words. 
b. Materials: Flash-cards for use by the teacher and practice. 
exerc:i:ses containing the words UDder study in a rnnni ng 
text. 
c• Time:~Fifteenminutes 
2-.. ~::Teacher instructions: 
The exercise is divided into two parts •. 
a. Recognition of a Word among Words of Similar Elements and 
Sounds: 
(1) Distribute practice exercises. 
(2)' T~J+ the pupils you wi.J.+'-t;~§~~ the words am call them p1;: ~bers 11 21 B1 and.,§~- ;'Rrth •. The pupils are to 
.c~¥,nt the number of t~~~~~ flashed word appears in 
;t;h:~.} running text am p~~ec: tllE3 total number of times 
the word appears in the box beside the DUmber of the 
word. 
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(3) Flash the cards in a different order from that of the 
matching (or other) exercise that may have preceded 
this exercise. Pause between~ each word to allow the 
pupil to record his re~ponse.· 
(4) When' finished, ask the pupi!s'-'to hold up their practice 
. exercises for a quick cfi~c~o£ results. 
< - • 
' 
b. Oral Exercise: 
, ..... , l>;r~~.-~ 
~· ~ t -Orall{~ give meaD:ing of a word'. ;eupils volunteer respoDE$es 
ffom· ~ne rurm:illg text. Correbt.t 'i:f necessary. · 
~, ~ 
c. Collect'practiee exercises· and destroy. Keep flash-cards 
for future use. 
0 
0 
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n. Level l-2 ... Matching+Recognition: Practice Exercises£or the Matching 
+Recognition o£ Word Sets A].-2, B1-2" Cl·2" DJ.-2" ~-2 . 
1. Practice Exercise for Matching+Recognition o£ the A Set o£ Words (A:.1_2) 
Directions: Follow the directions given by the teacher. 
l. 
'· 
13. 
2. 6. 10. 14. 
1· n. 
a. 
shir shirt short shrilllp shir schir shirr shorr shirr shire slur shur 
shirr scent shin shant sheer sheet shant shint shirr sheen shant shant 
shunt shant slant slint du££ lu££ mu££ stu££ luff cu££ lu££ lau££ lot£· 
ruff lu££ gu££ tuff luff put'£ tu££ lu££ slu£ rei ve reave reeve sleave 
sleeve eave reave rieve rever reave rease read reave steve leave reeve 
reave hawk caulk auk pauk mawk auk awk auk all awl auk awl awnawk awk 
taut auk telJ.ar filler sellar stellar stillar stelar stellar stel.ler 
estellar stellar seller shillar stellar cedulus sedulous sedulus 
saidulous sendulous sedulous siduous send~ous sedulous sidulous 
viral veral virile vital cicial virial virile V:i.vial virole virile 
v;:triol viviel vil:-Ue cable call cabal cabble scrabal eabble crabal 
cabal cabal caball cabil cabal decrement increasement increment 
incessment incentment increment incriment increment expite expiate 
expire expiate e.x:peate explicate expiate extirpate expiate lapiate 
axpiate expiate aspi§.te expiate ovule oval ovule oval ovular ovule 
ovial ovuel. ovule oavul oveel. telinolog.v teminology terminology 
tur.minology terminology terminology l.execon lexicon lexigon laxicon 
lexicon cholera choleric collie coleric cholleri~ churlic cholleric 
0 
0 
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2. Practice Exercise forMatching+Recognition o£ the B Set of Words (Br-~ 
Directions: Follow the directions given by the teacher. 
1. 
6 • 
.3. 
a. 12. 
mulle mulct mult mulct dulct muct mulct muscle mule mulct mulked. muclt 
jape jaip jape jeap jaP. jape jake jape j!de jape jeep cheap cheep cheap 
chepe cheap cheeb cheap cheep cheip cheep eheeb cheep nounce nonce nunce 
nense nonae nonce ounce nonce nance nunce nonce nun tun ton tune ton 
lun bun tun dun tun hun ton tun hun lun tun delaterious deleterious 
deliter.ious delleterious diliterioua deleterious deluterious deleteruios 
deleterious deleterus dilaterious deleterious deliterious umeequivocal 
unequival unequivicle unequivocal unequi'Vical unequivoccal unequivocal 
unequivacal unequivocal biennial bienneal bienial biennial binnacle 
barnacle bianual biennial biannual bennial biennial usur.y ssur.y user,y 
usuery usual useury usury usary usury asery- usiry usury usary usry musury 
usur,y aspick aspect aspic aspec aspict aspec aspic aspick aspect aspic 
aapec aspec aspic opalesce opalence opulence opulence- opUence opalene 
opUlence opulene oppulence opUlence apulence opulence opilence opulense 
opelence opulence titlar titular tichular titular titulate titular . 
titUar titelar titular tichular titular titlar rostrum rustrum rostrum 
rustrom restrum rostrum rostrim rostrum rostrun rostrum rostrom rustrom 
rostrom rostrum.statest statist statist statust statost statest statist 
statest statist statist staitist statost statist tars~ terself turse~ 
tersley tersely teres~ turself terslf tireslT terse~ ters~ tireslf 
0 
0 
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3. ·Practice ~ercise for Matcbing+Recognition of the G Set of Words (c1_2) 
Directions: Follow the !tractions given by the teacher. 
. 2. 6. lO • 
y. 11. 
a. 
wral.th wealth wrath wraithe wraith rath raith wraith wreath wraith 
wraithe wraith blinch blench blanch blench blinch blench bleach 
wraiths blonch blench flench bench clench ruft ruffed ruff ruffed 
wruff ruffed wruffed ruff ru.t't ruffed ruf ruffed teak tweak tweet teek 
teak tweak tweake tweak tweek tweak tweet tweak aille aul awl awn awl 
all waJ. awl aul. awl awe aul awl licentious 1icensious licensous 
licentious licentous licentious lacentious licentious licentious 
pangyric panegyric paneric panegyric panergic panegyric pangyric 
panegurie panegyric panegyric reciprocity receprosity reciprosity 
receprose reciprocity riciprocity reciprocity resptrocity receprocity 
reciprocity reign regimen regiment regiman ragman regimen ragmen 
reign regiment regimen regimen regamen regimen similitude similarity 
simmilitude similitude samilitude similitude simUutude similitude 
simile similitude perfidy perfredy perfridy perfidy prefidy perfidy 
perdity perfidy prefidy perfidy perfidy perfidy privit privet ti vet 
trivet trivit trivet trivert trivial trivet trivet trivial trivet 
triveat trivet pinite finite finate ginite finite finit finis finite 
£inDite finite finnit finite finite finight finite demice demise 
bemuse demize bemise demise demise dismiss bemise demise demize demise. 
barage barrage darrage garrage barrage marrage tarrage barrage darrage 
tarrage barage barrage 
0 
0 
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4. .Practice ~rcise forMatcbing+Recognitionof the D Set of Words (n1_2) 
Directions: Follow the directions given by the teacher. 
l. 
2.. 6. 10. 14. 
11. 
a. 12. 
kreal creel creel creal crete creel crele creel reel creel cerel creal 
creel scarp scarp scarp scrap crasp scrarp scrard scarp scop scap scarp 
scramp scarp hellve halve bevel helve helve halve helf helve hellve helve 
scuff scruff suf£ scu£ scruff scrou£ scar£ scruff sea££ sera!£ skru£f 
scruff right rite wright write wright right wright wright rite right 
wright wright right write wright sententious sententious sem.temtious 
cententious sententious semtensious sentemtious sententious sentious 
sententious sententous sententious hostillr,y hostelr,y hospelr,y hostilr,r 
hostelr,y hostility hostelr,y hostlery hastelr,y hosstelr,y hoselr,r hostelr,y 
helot helot hellit hellot helot helit helet ballet helot hilot helit 
helot helet helet helot derrelict derelict direlict derelict dirilect 
derelect derelict derilect derelict derrelic derelic derelict darelict 
derelict stigmatise stigmatize stigroatixe stimatize stigatize sti~tize 
stigm!tize stigimatize stigmatize sta~atize stigmatise stigmatise 
stignatize stigmatize recum.bebt recum.bem.t recumbent recombent recumbent 
recumbent recombent recumbent recuribent recumbent recomotent recubent 
recombent recumbent reconbent recumbent reseptive recepti~ redeptive 
receptive resaptive reciptive receptive receptacle receptive reseptive 
recaptive receptive zealot ze~t zellot zealot zellit zealot zealot 
zelut zealot zealot elucidate elucidate elusadate ilucidate elucidate 
illucidate elucidate illusive elusidate elucidate iDdignant indigent 
indegent indigent imigant indigent diligent indagent indigent ingident 
indignant indignant indigent 
0 
0 
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'·Practice Exercise for Matching+Recognitiop of the E·Set of Words (E1_2) 
Directions: Follow the directions given by the teacher. 
l. 
6. 10. 14. 
11. 
a. 12. 
calx calix ca11x calx kalx xalc calx calx calks clax calx xalc clax calx 
swart sawth swarth swort swarth swarth swart swarthy swart swoart swart 
swert swart swart ofe oaf oeff oaf'f oat lof ·oafe oaf' oef oaf of oaf off 
loach looch loache loche loach coach roach loach lootch leech loach 
pule lupe puale pule_ puel piul.e pule pule pual pull pool pule flue pual 
puel pule pule momane mundame mondain mundane nundane molldain mundane 
mumdane mundane mundau moumana mundaign mundane nundane mundane 
hames heinous henious herd.ous heinous heinous heinious heanous hanus 
heinous haneous hanious heinous hei.nious hainous heinous haneous heinous 
leniancy leniency lenen'cy lerd.ency liniency leDincy leniency leniency 
lenicy leaniency leniancy .liniancy leniency ilusive elusive illusive 
elucive illusive allusive illusive illusive illusive lusive ellusive 
illusive indiscrement indiscriminate indescriminate discriminate 
indiscriminate indiscriminant endiscriminate indiscriminate indiscriminate 
clandestine clandestine clandestin clandestan~ clandestine clandistine 
clamdestine candelstine clandistin clandestine fathumless fathomless 
fathamless fathomless tathomless fathemless fathomless tathonless 
fathonless fathomless fatomless fathomless habitchouate babiuate habiuate 
habituate habitats habituate habitant habit~te habituate habitual 
habituant habituate habitant habituate pariah paria pa:rriah parish 
parrier paria pariah parria parriah pariah 
0 
0 
E •. Ievel 1~3- Matcbing+Recognition+Identification (Al-31 B1-3~ C1-31 
D1 .... 31 E1.3) t General Information and Teacher Instructions 
. . 
1. General Information (Al-,31 Bl-3' Cl-31 Dl.,.3' El..._,;) 
. -
~. Purposes: To discover whether pupils can 
(1} Identify meaning with a particular word, when the 
meaning is given ora~. 
(2) Find the correct number of same words that can be 
identified with a meaning. 
b. Materials: 
(1) Back of flash-cards for meanings and word usage. 
(2) Practice exercises. Sample •xereise. 
e. T:ilne: fifteen minutes 
2. Teacher Instructions: 
a. Distribute practice exercises. 
b. Do the example together. 
e. Then begin reading the meanings and usages of the words. 
Pause between the meanings £or the pupUs to do their 
work. 
de. WheD finished, ask pupils to bold up the·ir practice ex-
ercises for quick check of results. 
e. Collect practice exercises and destroy. 
£.. Keep flash-cards for later use. 
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F. Level l-3 ... Matching+Recognition+I<ientification: Practice Ex-
ercises for the Matching+Recognition+Identification of Word 
Sets AJ.-3, Bl-3-' Cl-3' D!-3~ El-3 
1. Practice Exercise forNatching+Recognition+Identification 
of the A .Set of Words (Al-3) 
Directions: 1. The teacher will give you a. meaning of one of the 
words you have been studying• 
2. You will locate the letter (a, b, c, and so forth) 
of the meaning in the meaning column. ~ • 
3. Place the letter beside the word in the word column 
which means the same. 
12{) 
4. Then count up the number of same words in the word list. 
~. Place the total number of same words in the space be~ 
side the word in the word col'Will4 
6. You may have words and meanings left over. 
Furample: 
Words 
1. similar 
2. satisfy 
Meanipg 
Letter 
c 
Word List 
Meaffings 
.a. PQOr 
b. bother 
c. like 
similar friend joy simple s:i.mii'ar simile simplify similar solarit7 
Words. 
1. shirr 
2. shent 
3. luff 
4. reave 
~. auk 
6. stellar 
7• sedulous 
a. virile 
9. cabal 
J.O. increment 
u. expiate 
12 .. ovule 
13. terminology 
14. lexicon 
15. choleric 
Meanil3g 
Litter 
NO. same 
-word Meanings 
a. star-like 
be .atone for 
c. industrious 
de poach eggs in butter 
e. permit 
£.rob 
g. hot-tempered 
h. increase 
1. peaceful 
j. seed-producing part 
k. makeshift 
1. freeze 
m. ruined 
n. necessary 
o. bright 
0 
0 
Word List · 
--
cellar stall stellar stealer expiate 
expirate expire shellar stellar sheer 
shirr vital virile loff lu££ luft 
extirpate expiate shunt shant cable 
cabble cabal shant shirr shunt shant 
shint seduless sedulous sedular 
hawk awk auk lauk increment viscioue 
virile verily virtue lau£ luff loo£ 
oval ovular ovule reave choleric sure 
Meanings 
P• decrease 
q. turn a boat into the wind 
r. conspiracy 
s. fight 
t. masculine 
u. dictiona.ry 
v. diving bird 
w. special words 
shirr shore terminus terminology terminal lexicograpby lexicon 
reave rave reave reeve cobalt cabal collaric choleric viscous 
virile virtual 
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.~ 
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2. Practice Exercise for Matebing+Recognition+Identifieation of 
the B Set of Words (~_3) 
Directions: 1. The teacher will give you a meaning of one of the 
words you have been studying. 
2. You will locate the letter (a, b, c, and so forth) 
of the meaning in the meaning column. . 
,; •. Place the letter beside the word in the word column 
which means the same. 
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4. ~hen count up the sumber of same words in the word list. 
5 •. Place the total number of sameiiords in the space be-
side the word in the word column • 
. 6. You may have words and meanings left over. 
Exam;elet Meaning No. Same· 
Words Letter -worcr- MeaningSi 
- -
1. similar c 3 a. poor 
2. satisfy b. bother 
c •. like 
Word List 
--
similar friend joy simple similar simile simplify simUar solarity 
words 
1 • .mulct 
2. jape 
3. cheep 
·4. nonce 
5. tun 
6. .de1eterious 
7. ,unequivocal 
Be biennial 
.9. usury 
10 •. aspic 
11. opulence 
12 •. titular 
13. rostrwtl 
14. statist 
15. tersely 
Meaning 
Letter 
No. Same 
-worcr-
-
Meanings 
a •. squeak faintly, peep 
b. wealth 
c. clear in meaning 
d. .revere 
e. statistician 
f. provoke 
g. steal 
h. large cask 
1 •. make believe 
j. terrify 
----· k. joke 1. zero 
m. present time 
n. protect 
o. bear witness against 
P• barmi'ul 
q. unlat~ interest rate 
r. occurring every two years 
mule mulct mull tun ton tone tune tun s. fruit or meat jel:cy" 
tine delirious deleterious delicious t. .briefly stated 
unequivocal biblical biennial biannual u. .despair 
binnacle opalene opalesce opulence opine v. pulpit 
usual unequivocal unequal useful usury w • .in name o~ 
tincture titled titular sheet cheap cheep chirp tertiary tether terse 
tersel,J tertian starlet stater statist state~ rooster postum rostrum 
aster aspect aspic aspire optic ounce nonce announce jap jape jeep 
usable usury unequivocal 
0 
0 
' 3 • . Practice Exercise for Matcbing+Recognition+Identification of 
the C Sat of Words (Cl-3) 
- ,. 
Directions: 1. The teacher will give you the meaning of one of the 
words you have been studying. 
2. You will locate the letter (a, b, c, and so £orth) 
of the meaning in the meaning colmnn. . 
· 3t· Place the letter beside the word in the word column 
which means the same • 
. 4. Then count the number of same words in the word list. 
$. Place the total number o£ same words in the space be-
side the word in the word column. 
6. You may have words and meanings left over. 
Example: 
Words 
1. similar 
2. satisfy 
Meanin& 
Letter 
c 
No. Same . 
-wor.d Meanings 
3 a. poor 
b. bother 
c. like 
Word List. 
--
similar friend joy simple similar simile simplify similar solarity 
Words. 
1. wraith 
2. blench 
.;. .ru:f."fed 
4. -tweak 
~.awl 
6. licentious 
7. panegyric 
a. reciprocity 
9. regimen 
~o. similitude 
11. _perfidy 
12. trivet 
13 • .finite 
14. demise 
1$. barrage 
Mea Ding 
Letter 
Word List 
Mea Dings 
a. used for punching holes 
b • .fearless 
c. wanton 
d. passion 
e •. shrink back 
£. likeness 
g • .money 
h. concentrated fire 
i. three-legged stand 
j. praising speech 
k. ghost 
1. friendship 
m. having a frill 
n. atone for 
o. forget 
P• systematized living 
q •. murderous 
-- r. pinch and twist 
tweek tweak twit all awl aul anemic s. -agreement 
panacea panegyric pantheistic wrath t. death 
wraith wreath wraith wrap roughed u. treachery 
ruffed ruffled ruffed reefed ruffed v. limited 
ruff regiment regimen reigning perfidy' w. difficult 
123 
perfidious perfidy perfect paraffin finis final finite finest tibial 
trivet tribal similar simile similitude similarity reciprocity reciprocal 
bleach blench blanch blench license licentious lissom surmise demise 
devise marriage garage barrage reining regimen ragman trivium trivet 
privet divot demean design demise despise demise devise 
c 
4. Practice Exercise for Matching+Recognition+Identification of 
the D Set of Words (Dl-3) 
Directions: 1. The teacher will give you the meaning of one of the 
words you have been studying. 
2. You will locate the letter (a, b, c, and so forth) 
of the meaning in the meaning col~ 
3. Place the letter beside the word in the word column 
which means the same • 
. 4. Then count the number of same words in the word list. 
$. Place the ~ot!! number of-saMe words in the space be-
side the word in the word column. 
6. You may have words and meanings left over. 
Example: 
Words 
1. .similar 
2. satisfy 
Meaning 
Letter 
c 
No. .Same 
-woi=d'7 
-
Word List 
--
Meanings 
a. poor 
b. bother 
c. like 
similar friend joy simple similar simile simplify similar solari.ty 
Words 
1. creel 
2. scarp 
3. heJ.ve 
4. scruff 
Meaffi.!lg 
Letter 
No. Same 
-wo:rcr-
-
Meamngs 
a. builder 
b. poor 
c. unfaithful 
d. able to take in menta113' 
124 
'· wright 6. sententious 
e. short and full of meaning 
7 •. hostelry 
B. helot 
9. derelict 
10. stigmatize 
11. recumbent 
12. receptive 
13. zealot 
14. elucidate 
1$. indigent 
Word List 
--
f. steep slope 
----· g •. beef h. fanatic 
i. strenuous 
j. clear up 
k. axe handle 
1. sunshine 
m. nape of the neck 
n. operation 
o. capable 
p •. inn 
q. brighten 
r. "roster 
hallo helot halo elucidation elucidate s. slave 
allusion elusive illustrate elucidator,y t •. finish 
elucidate illusive redundant recumbent u. brand as unworthy 
incumbent resonant respondent recurrent v. lying down 
recumbent depict relict derelict delice w. fish basket 
zealous zloty zeal zealot zebu zealot stagnate stigmata stigmatize 
stomata create ereel feel cruel creel sentiment sententious sentential 
scrub scruff scroff scuff scruff surf hostel hostile hostelr,y hostage 
haJ.ve heJ.ve delve scarf scarp scorn scrap scamp scarp scalp right wright 
write wright writhe recapture reception receptive receptor receptive 
receptacle indignant indigent indigeno~s indigent indignity 
0 
0 
5. Practice Exercise forMatching+Recognition+Identi£ication of. 
theE Set of Wards (El-3) . _. 
? • 
Directions: 1. The teacher will give you the meaning of one of the 
words you have been studying. 
2. You will locate the letter (a, b, c, and so forth) 
of the meaning in the meaning column. 
3. Place the letter beside the word in the word column 
which means the same. 
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4. Then count the number of same words in the word list. 
5. Place the total number of same words in the space be• 
side the word in the word column. 
6. You may have words and meanings left over. 
Example: 
Words 
1 •. similar 
2. satisfy 
Meaning 
Letter 
c 
No • .Same 
-word 
3 
Word List 
--
Meanings 
a. poor 
be bother 
c. like 
similar friend joy simple similar simile sjmpl.ify sjmilar · solarity 
Words 
1-. calx 
2., swart 
3. oaf 
4. loach 
5. pule 
6. mundane 
1. heinous· 
a. leniency 
9. illusive 
10. indiscriminate 
11. clandestine 
12. graphicaJ.4r 
13. fathomless 
14. habituate 
15. pariah 
Meaning 
Letter Meanings 
a. small i'ish 
b. without pattern, confused 
c. merc,-
d •.. dramatize 
e. unreal 
f. descriptive~ 
g., accustom 
h. bargain 
i. legitimate 
j. social outcast 
ke ,mistake 
1. .residue 
m. coast 
n. of dark complexion 
o. whimper 
P• hateful 
Word List q. dumb person 
--
. r. worl..dq 
levitT lenitT leniency lenient graphite s. secret 
graphica~ gratefully graphicallY t. tepid 
graphic graphicly parish parka :paranoia u. destitute 
pariah parody claJmish clandestine v • magnificent 
clamorous off offal oaf oft loaf pullet w. unmeasurable 
pulse pule pull pulp pule pile indiscrjminate fatuous faltiest 
fathomless fastless fatherless fathomless habitable habitat .habituate 
habitual illegal illume illusive elusive illusive illusion swash swart 
sworn ca~ calx callus callos caulk calx cals munch mundane leech 
loach coach harness heinous haymes 
0 
0 
G. Level 1-4 - Matching+Recognition+Identification+Reproduction 
(Al.-lv Bl-4:~ C1 ... J.a,:~ DJ. ... 4, E1"':'4) : General. Informapion and 
Teacher Instruct1ons 
. 
a. Purpose: To tij.:scover how well the pupUs can spell 
the fifteen words of the set under stuqy when 
(1) the words are dictated o~ (not flashed}, 
(2) the words ar.e flashed for correction o£ mis-
spellings, and (.3) when the meanings and usages 
are dictated and the correct word is written in 
place of the meaning. 
b. Materials: Flash~cards and practice exercises for 
spelling the words. 
c •. Time: fifteen minutes 
2. Teacher Instructions: Three parts - a, b, and c 
' 
a. Spelling Test: 
(1.) Distribute the practice exercises. 
(2) Tell the pupil.s that this is a spelling teat. 
(.3) Proceed to dictate (not flash) the words in an 
~ ~ order other than that last used. Say that this 
is word l, and so forth. 
b. Correction of misspellings: 
(l) Flash the words one at a time so that pupils can 
rewrite in c.olumn ~any misspelled words. 
c. Meaning and Word Test: 
(l) Tell the pupils to listen to a meaning, piCk out 
the .word in column l that means the same, am 
rewrite it in column 2. 
:12S 
(2) Eroceed to give meanings and usages, labeling each 
meaning l, 2, .3, and so forth. ·Give in a different order 
i'rom that given in the spelling test. 
d. Collect papers and destroy. Keep flash-cards. 
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H. Level 1-4 -Matohing+Recognition+Identification+Reproduction: 
Practice Exercise £or Each o£ the Five Sets of Words (Al-~ 
:g+-4-' 01-4-' Dl-4' E1 ... 4) 
Spelling~ 
ColumJi 1 COlumn 2. Column 3 
- -
* 
Res;eelled 
Spelling Words Meanings Words 
1. l. 1. 
2. 2. 2. 
,;. ,;. .3. 
4. 4. 4. 
'· '· '· 6. 6. 6. 
7. 7. 7. 
a. a. a. 
9. 9. 9. 
10. 10. J.O. 
n. u. ll. 
12. 12. 12. 
l-.3. 1.3. 1.3. 
14. 14. l4. 
15 •. 15. 15. 
~ite only the .misspelled words in column 4 
0 
I. Level 1~ • Matching+Recognition+Identification+Reprodu~tion 
+Habituation ( A1.,51 Bl-,51 Cl-5' DJ.-51 E1 ... 5): General In• 
formation and Teacher Instruct1ons . 
1. General Infor.mati~n (Al=5' ~-5' Cl-5' D1-51 E1.5) 
a. ,Purpose: To discover bow well the pupils can work 
with .!!2 teacher aid. 
be Materials: 
(i) Practice exercises, with directions to the pupils. 
Each exercise contains syno~, near-opposites, 
and incomplete sentences. The pupils are to 
supp~words from the Set under stu4Y. 
c. Time: f·ifteen minutes 
2. Teacher Instructions; 
a. Distribute practice exercises. 
b. Tell pupils to do the best they can. 
e. At the end of period, correct the exercise. 
d. When finished, collect exercises and destroy. 
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J. Level 1-5 = Matching+Recognition+Identification+Reproduction 
+Habituation: Practice Exercise for Each of the Five Sets 
o£ words (Al-5, B1-51 Cl-5' Dl-5' El-5) 
1. Practice Exercise for Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduetion+Habituation o£ the A Set of Words Oll-5) 
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Directions: Using your ability to recall the words you have studied 
and learned, 
a. Write the word closest in meaning beside its 'Syno~ 
b. Write the word most opposite in meaning beside the near-opposite. 
c. Fill in the blank spaces in the incomplete sentences with the 
words under study that will give the sentences meaning. 
As a clue, you have been given the beginning letter of the word 
you need to know to answer correctly each item. 
Synonym Near-Opposite Word 
1. poach eggs s 1. open dis- c 
in butter cuss ion 
2. star-like s 2. ignore sins e 
3. indus-. s 3. weak v 
trio us 
4. masculine v 4. pleasant c 
5. plot c 5. fry eggs s 
6. increase i 6. lazy s 
7. atoll$ for e 7 • moon-like .s 
a. special t a. decrease i 
terms 
9. irritable c 9. general t 
vocabulary 
Incomplete Sentences: 
. 
1. An arctic bird that dives is called an a • 
.2. Will you s _ my eggs? .;;..-_______ ..... 
3. A s performance in this test earns an "A•" 
4. Men are considered v ; women are not necessarilfweak. 
5. Robin Hood used to r the wealt~ to help the poor • 
. 6. Not welcome in society is a person with a s reputat'ii!.on. 
7. A c to overthrow the government failed. 
a. To please your teachers, be s • 
9 • . Sailing skippers often must 1 to slow down. 
1.30 
10. The financial aim of the workers• union is an employer contract 
giving each worker a yearly i of fifty dollars. 
11. To e our evil doings is a soul-searching task. 
12. In order to reproduce, a plant must have an o • 
13. Medical t is bewildering to most laymen. 
14. A student of .Latin most go to a 1 for word 
meanings. 15. Dontt argue with a .. c._________ person. 
2. Practice Exercise forMatching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction+Habituation of the B Set of Words <E1-s) 
Directions: Using your ability to recall the words you have 
studied and learned, 
(a) Write the word closest in meaning beside its syno~ 
(b) Write the word most opposite in meaning beside the 
near-opposite. 
(c) Fill in the blank spaces in the incomplete sentences 
with the.words that will give the sentences meaning. 
As a clue, you have been given the beginning letter o£ the 
word you need to know to answer correct~ each item. 
Synonym. ~ Near-Opposite Word 
-
1. rob m 1. beneficial d 
2. squeak c 2e never b 
faintly 
3. present n 3. poverty 0 
time 
4. harmful d 4. wordi.ly t 
5. clear in u 5. give away .m 
meaning money 
6. every two b 6 •. carol c 
years 
7. unlawful u 7• time past n 
interest rate 
a. wealth 0 a. meaningless u 
9. briefly t 9. lawful u 
stated interest rate 
Incomplete Sentences: 
1. One can scarcel:y hear a nestling'·s c • 
13:1 
2. A person in need is often envious of the o of others. 
3. An u statement is clear in meaning. 
l~. For the n 1 it would be wise to keep quiet. 5. A dealer in numerical facts ~s called a s • 
6. By shrewd tricks one can m others of their money. 
7 • Beer may be stored in a t • 
a. The practice of u , connnon to money lenders in 
times past, is no longer lawful. 
9. The comedian's · caused his audience to roar 
with laughter. . 
13.2 
10. Too much smoking is .;;d;._~--=-:--~--"'!" to one 1s health. 
n. A b election is required by law fer 
membership to the u. s. House o£ Representatives. 
12. Tomato in a is a refreshing summer salad. 
13. A t stated ser.mon is a delight to a 
church congregation. 
14. Public orators usuallY speak from a r • 
1.5. He is a t prince Wl.o:-."!"'thl!-'o-u:-:t~a-ny_po_w_e_r-.--' 
3. Practice Exercise forMatching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction+Habituation of the G Set of Words (Cl-5) 
. 
Directions: Using your ability to recall the words you have studied 
and learned:~ 
a. Write the word closest in meaning beside its synonym •. 
b. Write the word most opposite in meaning beside the 
near-opposite. 
e. Fill in the blank spaces in the incomplete sentences 
with the words that will give the sentences meaning• 
As a clue, you have been given the beginning letter of the 
word you need to know to answer correct~ each item. 
Synonym word !!!!!:....Opposi~ Word 
-
--= 
1. ghost w l. everlasting f 
2. shrink b -2. dissimi- s 
back larity 
3. wanton l 3. opposition r 
4. praising 4. faithful-
speech ness 
5. J.ikeness s 5. life d 
6. limited f 6. moral · 1 
7• equal in- r 7. live w 
terchange person 
a. treachery E a. act boldly b 9. death d 9. tirade 
Incomplete Sentences: 
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l. An .a __ --:---::--=---- is used for punching holes in leather and wood. 
2. A person who is l disregards principles and 
accepted rUles of conduct. 
3. Many peopJ.e b when faced with disaster• 
4. The s between the tw.o plans is remarkable. 
5. The gangsterts b of bullets killed several people. 
6. A·t is used over fires and under a platter. 
7. How painful to have a parrot t onets earl 
a. A· pane of glass smashed by an unknown cause may be attributed 
to a w. • 
9. Elizabethans often wore r collars. ~----------------
10. A·.;;.r _________ of any sort requires perseverance. 
11. A on Democracy was given in the U.S;.Senate 
last night. 
12. Being a traitor to onets countr,y is an act of p • 
13. R on trade policies can aid=-f~o-r-e-:i:-gn-"':"'tr-a-d"""e~b-e-... -
tween two countries. 
14. Death ends mants f existence. 15. The d ----o-:::f~a-c'"'"i::-o-s-e--~friend causes much griei'. 
h. Practice Exercise forMatching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction+Habituation of the D Set of Words (Dl-.5) 
. 
Directions: Using your ability to recall the' words you have 
studied and learned, 
a. Write the word closest in meaning beside its synozzym. 
b.. Write the word most opposite in meaning beside the 
near-opposite. 
c. Fill in the blank spaces in the incomplete sentences 
with the words that will give the sentences meaning. 
As a clue, you have been given the beginning letter of the 
word you need to know to answer correctly each item. 
Syn0A'Y!l Word ~-~posite Word 
- -
1. steep s 1. wordy s 
slope 
2. short s 2. praise a s 
meaningful person 
3. brand as s, 3. speak con- e 
unworthy fusedly 
4. inn h 4. normal z 
person 
.5. :eying r .5. faithful d 
down to duty 
6.make clear e 6. wealthy i 
7. fanatic ·z 7• standing up r 
a. unfaith ... d a. family 
to duty home 
9. poor i 9. level s 
groUIId 
Incomplete Sentences: 
1. A builder of ships is called a shi~ • 
2. An i person may lack the necessities of life. 
3. A person d in his work usually is fired. 
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4. A steep embankment surrounding a castle is called a s • 
5. Proverbs are s statements. ----------
6. A person r to ideas grows in mental stature. 
7.. By a few simple experiments a scientist can e 
a theory. ---------
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B. A person who believes beyond reason in a cause is a z • 
9. The handle of an axe is called and named a h ------.----
10. A kitten may be picked up by the s; of the neck. 
11. In ancient times a slave was often called a h • 
12. The fanatic will s those who disagree with him. 
13. Most people sleep in a r position. 
14. Usua~ a fisherman carries a c to hold his 
catch. 
15. A fancy name for an inn is h • 
------------------
0 
5. P.raetice Exercise for Matching+Recognition+Identification 
+Reproduction+Habituation of the E Set of Words (EJ.-5) 
Directions: Using your ability to recall the words you have studied 
and learned, 
a. Write the word closest in meaning beside its synoeym. 
b.. WPite the word most opposite in meaning beside the 
near-oppGsite. 
e. Fill in the blank spaces in the incomplete sentences 
with the words that will give the sentences meaning. 
·As a clue, you have been given the beginning letter of the 
word you need to know to answer correctlY each item. 
§mol?Yl! Word ~-Opposi~ ~ 
-
l. worldly m 1. measurable f 
2. hateful h 2. real i 
3. mercy 1 3. welcome 
person 
4. secret c. 4. colorlessl;r g 
5. meaure- f 5. pitiless- 1 
less ness 
6. whimper E 6. open c 7• outcast E 7· laugh p a. unreal i a. praise- h 
worthy 
9 • .descrip-
tive:cy 
s 9. naive m 
Incomplete Sentences 
1. Europeans fish for 1 • 
2. ,An i reader reads and likes good and bad books. 
;;. A brutal tyrant shows no 1 • 
4. .Impractical dreamers often have ... i __ """"'!;"--.---.:-::-.,......-: ideas. 
5. ·Ernie Pyle wrote about soldier life in World 
Warn. 
6. Farmers h themselves to hard work. 
7 • A person no longer acceptable in social circles may be called at 
• '"B~.~T=h:-e-a-s"~"h~le-f~t=--o~v;-e~r from burned ore is called c • 
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------------------
9. People long exposed to weather conditions have ... s________ _ 
complexions. 
1.38 
o. lOe :A sick child will often • 
u. An o · is an unintelligent or clUlllsy person. 
12 • .Dreamy poets are unconcerned with m affairs. 
13. Murder is considered a h cnme in our ouJ.ture. 
14. The c meetings of the malcontents were never 
revealed to the king. 
15. The whale sank into the f depths of the sea. 
1.39 
APPENDIX C 
a 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION AND TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS ON TESTING 
a. General Information: 
As certain Levels-of-Mastery in the teaching schedule are 
completed, those Levels are tested for immediate recall of spellings 
and word meanings (two tests). 
On the last day of the experiment a delayed recall (mastery) 
test on spellings and a mastery test on word meanings are given. 
Part of the delayed recall test on spellings is immediate 
recall. Part of the delayed recall test on word meanings is im= 
mediate recall. 
(1) Total NUmber of Tests: 12 tests as foll~s 
'(a) immediate recall of spellings 5 
(b) immediate recall of word meanings 5 
(c) delayed recall of spellings 1 
(d) delayed recall of word meanings ~ 
(2) Answer Sheets: 
(a) Only the immediate and delayed recall of word meanings: 
are to be scored on the answer sheets. 
(b) The answer sheets have been folded in hal£ to facilitate 
statistical. analysis of the word meaning tests. 
(c) The uiler half of each answer sheet is to be used for 
the immediate. reca tests. As there are five columns, each column 
represents one immediate recall test of fifteen word meanings. Thus 
column l becomes the response column for Set A, and so forth. 
Please note that the numbering is unusual. The num-
bering for each Set of*liords follows: 
Set A: l-1$ 
B: :31-45 
C: 61 ... 75 
Set D: 91-~05 
E: 121-1.35 
It is important that pupils be warned of this order. 
(d) The lower half of each answer sheet is to be used for 
the delaze~ recall test-or-word meanings. The numbering of Sets A 
to E follows: 
Set A: 16-.30 
B: 4&...60 
c: ?6-90 
Set D: 106- 120 
E: 1.36- 150 
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b. Teacher Instructions: 
(1) Spelling Tests - Immediate and Delayed Recall 
(a) Always give spelling tests first and word meaning 
tests second. 
(b)' Have each pupil write his .name, date, classroom, and 
teacherts name in the spaces on the test. 
. (c) Dictate the words of the Set under study (A, B, c, D, 
or E), or all Sets for the master,y spelling test.(This list ape 
pears under Section II of Appendix B.) . 
(d) 'When finishe'd, collect and keep all tests. 
-(2) The fmmediate Recall Word Meaning Tests for Sets A, B, 
C, D, and E . . -· , -
(a) Distribute answer sheets first. 
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(b) Tell pupils to write name, date, classroom, and teacher's 
name on answer sheet. 
(e) Then distribute word meaning tests, and tell pupils 
to go to wox-k. 
(~) When finished, collect tests and ansrrer sheets and keep. 
(The answ~~ key for the immediate recall word meaning tests 
is included m thei answer key for the delayed recall (master,y) test 
of word meanings.)- : ~, " · 
(3) The De~yed Reeall(Master,r) ~est of:WordMeanings for Sets 
A to E. ~ 
Follow the same procedure as for immediate recall but warn 
pupils of the difference in numbering on the answer sheet. 
II. THE lMMEDIATE RECALL TEST F0R WORD SETS A, B, C, D, E • SPELIJ:ID * 
Directions: 1. Write your name, date, classroom, and teacher's 
name. 
2. Wr.ite the words as the teacher dictates them to 
Name: 
------
Date: 
---
.Class: 
---
Teacher: . 
---------
1. 1e. ____________ __ 
2. 11. ___________ __ 
3. 12. 
-------
.,_ 
4. 13. ____________ __ 
5. 14. ____________ __ 
6. 15. 
--------
7. 
a. 
9. 
* The aBSWer key for word spellings for Sets A, B, c, D, and E 
appearl;l in Section VD:of this appendix (c). 
III. THE IMMEDIATE RECALL WORD MEANING TESTS FOR SETS A, B, C., D, E 
The words and the order of presentation are the same as those 
for the delayed recall test of word meanings, except that the 
numbering on the answer sheet is different. 
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IV. THE DEIAIED RECALL (MASTERY) SPELLING. TEST* 
. 
Directions: Your teacher will dictate a list of words £or you 
to write. 
1. ____________ __ 30.. 6o •. 
------------- -------------
2. _______ _ 31. 61. 
------------- -------------
3. 
---------
32. __________ 62. ________ _ 
and so forth to 75 words. 
*The answer key for word spellings appears under Section vi 
of this Appendix (c). 
0 
c 
V • THE DELA:YED RECALL {MASTERY) TEST ON WORD MEANINGS 
Directions: 1. Write on answer sheet only •. no not write on test. 
2. Write name and date in spaces o'ii'a'nswer sheet. 
3. On test~ stuqy each vocabulary word and the five (5) choices of meaDiig. 
4. Choose the number of word closest in meaning to the 
vocabulary word. 
5. On answer sheet~ ~lock out the space below the number 
of your .choice. 
6. l3E SURE you use the bottom half of your answer sheet. 
7. BE S'iiRE that the number of the item on your answer 
sheet correspondS to the number of the same item on the test. This 
is important because the numbering system is unusual. 
16. shirr 
1. avoid 2. boil 3 cream in 4. poach eggs 5. break into 
eggs mixer in butter bits 
17. shent 
1. ruined 2. angered 3. shredded 4. broken 5. praised 
18. luff 
1. laugh 2. love 3. steer in= 4. run with 
'· 
clean a 
to the wind the wind behind boat 
19. rea:ve 
1. break 2. capture 3. pay 4. rob 5. seal 
20. auk 
1. wild 2. water 3. diving 4. simple 5. goose 
shouting plant bird duck 
21. stellar 
l. star- 2. sill¥ 3. umm- 4. clever 5. limited 
like ·portant 
22. sedulous 
l. indus- 2. careless 3. overly 4. motion- 5. sloppi:cy 
trio us anxious less dressed 
23. v.i.rile 
1. hearty 2. vicious 3. inactive 4. graceful 5. masculine 
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24, cabal 
1. social 2. ;r,~ 3. cable 4, meeting 5. con-
gather:j.ng argument between enemies spiracy 
25. increment 
1. increase 2. annex 3. profit 4. extent 5. expanse 
26. expiate 
J.. die for 2. feel sorr,y 3. please 4. atone for 5. excuse 
a cause for another constantly a sin 
27. ovul.e 
1. plant 2. convex. 3. plant 4. an egg 5. plant 
stem molding seed leaf 
28. terminology 
l. en:l 2. special 3. beginning .4. similar 5. correct 
terms substance ferm 
29. lexicon 
l. reader 2. dictionary 3. reference 4. index. 5. nove~ 
30. choler-ic 
l. caloric 2. clever 3. hot- 4. vague in 5. unfair 
tempered form 
46. mulct 
1. give aid z.. steal 3. fine 4. cause 5. disobey 
to unjustly" disaster a law 
47. jape 
1. joke 2. Japan 3. fake 4. playmate 5. jumper 
48. cheep 
1. inex- 2. mean 3. squeak 4. make of 5. cheat at 
pensive. person .faintly car cards 
49. nonce 
l. time past 2. marriage 3. announce- 4. present 5. future 
ment time time 
so. tun 
l. a hea-vy 2. a large 3. a dull 4. a large 5. a small 
weight cask color fish vat 
51. deleterious-
l. hurtful 2. danger- 3. friendly 4. unwanted 5. indefinite 
ous in meaning 
52. unequivoc~l 
le having 2. off-base 
many meanings 
53. biennial 
3. clear 
in meaning 
4. wandering 5. unpleasant 
in meaning 
2. occurring .3. occurring 4. occurring 5. occurring 
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1. once in 
awhile year~ ever.y centur,y twice a year ever,y two years 
54. usury 
1 •. unlawful 2. government .3. extra 
interest rate loan penalty 
55. aspic 
1. fruit or 2. citrus .3. household 
meat je~ fruit cleaner 
56. opulence 
1. stature 2. generosity ,3. savings 
57. t-itular 
1. unnamed 2. in top- 3. in perma-
notch condition nent control 
.58. rostrum 
1. roll- 2. pulpit 
call 
59. statist 
1 .. natur= 2. poli-
alist tician 
60. tersely 
1. wordi]¥ 2. frankly 
stated stated 
76. wraith 
1. ghost 2. grave 
robber 
77. blench 
,3. list of 
names 
,3. statis-
tician 
.3 • . misb 
quoted 
3. thin 
person 
1. shrink 2. grow pale .3. faint 
back suddelicy' 
78. ruffed 
1. having a 2. very 3. looking 
frill angry for a fight 
79. tweak 
1. sing for 2. squeak 3. make loud 
onets supper noises 
4. acceptance 5. high 
price 
4. social 
gathering 
4. glamour 
4. in name 
olicy" 
4. roster 
4. talker 
4. briefly. 
stated 
4. enemy 
4. stem i'low 
of blood 
4. cruel 
4. pinch and 
twist 
5. salad 
dressing 
5. wealth 
5. inferior 
5. booster 
-5. nation ... 
a list 
5. poetica~ 
stated 
5. living 
person 
5 • die 
5. si~ 
5. whistle 
80. awl: an instrument used for 
1. digging 2. making 3. measuring 4. making 
small holes depth bagpipes 
81. licentious 
1. allow- 2. licensed 3. having 
·able lice 
82. panegyric 
1. blameless-2. aloof-
ness ness 
83. reciprocity 
1. etg,Ual 2. mutual 
interchange agreement 
.3. mighti-
ness 
3. equal 
distribution 
4. given 
4. exciting 
debate 
4. social 
approval 
5. measuring 
height 
5. wanton 
5. praising 
speech 
5. mis-
understanding 
84. regimen 
1. troop 2. happy 
living 
3. plan of 
attack 
4 •. unplanned 5. system-
living atized living 
85. similitude 
1. evenness 2. false 
appearance 
86. perfidy 
1. tr.eacbery 2. deceit 
87. trivet 
1. veteran 2. three-
of three wars legged stand 
88. finite 
l.bound.less 2. fillished 
891 demise 
1. king- 2. death 
dom 
90. barrage 
1. camou- 2. bullet-
flage ridden object 
·). opportunity 4. likeness 5. separ-
ation 
3. meaiiDess 4. oi'fense 5. greed 
3. pivot 4. a kind of 5. orJlooo 
hedge ament 
.3. beginning 4. limited 5 • . fine 
3. king 1s 4. birth 5. despair 
reign 
3. concen ... 4. cease- 5. bar 
trated fire fire order pole 
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106. creel 
1. night 2. cooky 3. i'ish 4. disliked 5. fishing 
crawler jar basket person tackle 
107. scarp 
1. a silk 2. fresh- 3. steep 4. sharp 5. jagged 
scarf water fish slope knife scar 
108. helve 
1. split 2. axe 3. mother's 4. a halving 5. narrow 
handle helper box 
109. scruff 
1. a woman's 2. nape or 3. scar 4. mixed up 5. £ree-.for-
neckpiece the neck mess all fight 
J.lO. wright 
1. destroyer 2. giver J. builder 4. seller 5. buyer 
m. sententious 
1. lengthy 2. sharp 3. easy 4. bright 5. short 
112. hostelry 
1. hostility 2. inn 3. diner 4. home 5. camp 
113. helot 
1. peasant 2. citizen . 3. soldier 4. aristocrat 5 • slave 
114. derelict 
1. un- 2 •. clever 3. agree- 4. trouble- 5. forgiven 
faithful able some 
m. stigmatize 
1. deny 2. inllibt 3. brand as 4. point out $. encourage 
wounds UIIW'Orthy as wrong 
116. recumbent 
1. sleeping 2. lying down 3. re~d 4. active 5. dead 
117. receptive 
1. willing 2. unfeeling 3. box-like 4. able to 5. mentally 
but dumb take in menta1J:ly inactive 
118. zealot 
.1. fanatical 2. active 3. eager 4. change- 5 • teacher 
person person person ling 
0 
!SO 
0 
119. elucidate 
1. qualify 2. clear up 3. allude to 4. favor 5. answer 
120. indigent 
1. lazy 2. angry 3. excited 4. poor 5. native 
136. calx 
1. flower 2. residue 3. peak 4. bottom 5. coaJQ.ng 
137• swart 
1. of evil 2. of light 3. swanky 4 • .foul- 5. of dark 
purpose complexion tempered complexion 
138. oaf 
1. homeless 2. dumb 3. bright 4. happy 5. cry-
person person person person baby 
139. leach 
1. a small 2. leech' 3. a. small 4. a small 5. coach-
fish theft dog man 
140. pule 
1. be sick 2. yell 3. grow pale 4. smell 5. whimper 
l.4l. heinous 
1. mean 2·. stupid ;. frequent 4. good 5. hateful 
142. mundane 
1. worldly 2. harmful 3. kindly 4. spirited 5. envious 
14.3. leniency 
1. mercy 2. desire 3. :favor 4. allowance 5. softness 
144. illusive 
1. hiding 2. sq 3. puzzling 4. hopeful 5. unreal 
145. indiscriminate 
1. -with 2. without 3. hopeful 4. without 5. with 
choice pattern :freedom purpose 
146. clandestine 
1. open 2. clever 3. friendly 4. secret 5. bothersome 
147. graphical.ly" 
1. descrip- 2. happily 3. factually 4. moncton- 5. force-
tively. ously £~ 
0 
0 
148. i'athomless 
1. de- 2. proven 
termined 
149& habituate 
1. inhabit 2. regulate 
1,0. pariah 
1. friend~ 2. social 
person outcast 
0 
3. un-
measurable 
3. perform 
3. social 
butterfly 
4. far- 5. hopeless 
reaching 
4. befriend 5. accustom 
4. parish 5. doer of 
good deeds 
0 
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VI • ANSWER KEY FOR IMMEDIATE AND DEIAYED RECALL WORD MEANING TESTS 
A Set of Words C Set o£ Words 
--- ---
Words. !2• Words No. 
-
16. shirr 4 76. wraith 1 
17. shent 1 77• blench 1 
18. luff 3 78. ruffed 1 
19. reave 4 79. tweak 4 
20. auk 3 ao. awl 2 
21. stellar 1 81. "licentious , 
22. sedulous 1 82. panegyric , 
2.3. virile , 8.3. reciprocity 1 
24. cabal. s 84. regimen 5 
25. increment 1 85. similitude 4-
26. expiate 4 86. perfidy 1 
27. ovule 3 87. trivet 2 
28. terminology 2 88. finite ·4 
29. lexicon 2 89 •. demise 2 
.30. choleric 3 90. barrage 3 
L '\ ' _..,. 
B Set of. words D Set of Words 
--- ........ -.: 
---
46. mulct 3 106. .creel 3 
47. jape 1 107. scarp 3 
48. cheep 3 108. helve 2 
49. nonce 4 109. scruff 2 
50. tun 2 110. wright 3 
51. deleterious l m. sententious 5 
52. unequivocal 3 112. .hostelry 2 
53. biennial , 11.3. helot 5 
54. usury l 114. derelict l 
55 • .aspic l 115 •. stigmatize 3 
56. opulence , 1.16. recumbent 2 
57. titular 4 117. receptive 4 
58. rostrum 2 118 •. zealot l 
59. statist 3 119. elucidate 2 
6o. terse~ 4 120. indigent 4 
E Set of Words 
---
136. calx. 2 141. heinous 5 l46 •. clandestine li, 
137. swart 5 142. mundane l 147. graphically 1 
138. oaf 2 143. leniency l 148. fathomless 3 
139. loach 1 144.. li:llusi ve 5 149. habituate. 5 
140. pule 5 14S. indiscriminate 2 150. pariah 2 
0 
